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EDITORIAL.
ALAS for the acting editor this
last quarter has been very uneventful . The constant topics of conversation have been the weather, prickley
heat, and the procrastination of the monsoon.
We thank all those valiant contributors,
who in spite of prickley heat, have
rallied to the aid of the Editor and have
produced articles on varied themes for
this number.
On the occasion of His Majesty Our
Colonel in Chief's birthday the following
telegram was sent to Sir Clive Wigram,
by the Commanding Officer.
"Please convey to His Majesty our
respectful and loyal wishes ."
The following telegram which was
received in reply from The King was
much appreciated by us all.
" I warmly thank all ranks for their
loyal message which it has given me
much satisfaction to receive."

The pigsticking during the last two
months has been disappointing, owing to
the country which is in so many places
unrideable. We must congratulate Capt.
Miller on killing a boar single handed,
when he was out alone with his disreputable friend Lachman . His story appears
in this number.
Sgt . Taylor, Late of `C' Squadron has
returned to the Regiment for a month 's
refresher course from the Northern
Bengal Mounted Rifles. Perhaps the
Sergeants Mess will take this opportunity of having a smoking concert!

Our congratulations to L/Cpl Hammond
on obtaining a "D" at Saugor and
winning the Cup for the best trained
second year remount . He rode the same
horse that Cpl Fachie had as a raw remount last year.
Congratulations to Cpl Balmford on
passing out top of the 3rd, British
N. C. O. course at Pachmarhi Small
Arms School.
The news that H . R. H. The Duke of
To the 1st . Detachment Football Team
Gloucester has been made a Knight on winning the cup for the Ranikhet
of the Thistle in the King's Birthday Area Knock Out, Class B, and tieing for
Honour List was gladly received by all 1st place in the Depot Football and
ranks and a telegram bearing our con- Hockey Cups.
gratulations was sent to him.
To R. Q. M. S. Standing on passing
the following subjects comprising the
We congratulate Major "Tubby" Intermediate Examination of the CharTurnham on being honoured in the tered Institute of Secretaries, London.
London Gazette on the occasion of H . M.
The King, Our Colonel in Chief's birth- Commercial Arithmetic.
day, with the Order of the British Secretarial Practice.
Economics.
Empire.
Company Law.
Correspondence.
We congratulate Major Gairdner on Commercial
Mercantile
Law.
"qualifying" for the Staff College in the Accountancy.
last examination. We trust that he will
receive a nomination within the next and on being awarded a diploma by the
few days, although this will mean a School of Accountancy, Glasgow, for
great loss to our polo team in India next passing their examination in the above
subjects. .
year.
*
*
We are sorry to hear that Ponsonby
We trust that the Editor has had a
has been passed unfit by the Doctors at good leave in Europe and will return fit
home and hope that he will have reco- to produce a bumper number for the
vered completely by next November .
next issue .
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The Old Comrades Dinner was held on
the 30th May and the Officers Regimental dinner on 1st June . As yet we
have not received any report of either.
We are confident that both were a great
success and hope to publish an account
in the next number . All the serving
Tenth look forward to the day when we
shall meet once again the Old Comrades
at that Dinner.
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ANNIVERSARY OF 13TH
MAY, 1915.

On Saturday 13th May, 1933, in commemoration of 13th May, 1915, the
Regiment formed a square at the Regimental War Memorial outside the Main
Guard Room.
The Commanding Officer, Major, A.
S . Turnham, gave a stirring speech
which will bring vivid memories to the
minds of many of our readers . Then
ENGLISH!!!!
taking the wreath from R . Q . M . S.
Standing he laid it on the memorial,
June is the month of marriages in our main and to the clash of rifles as the
Syce lines and from twenty to thirty guard presented arms the Regiment
young boys and girls are getting mar- sprang to attention paying homage to
ried.
those brave "Shiners" whose names are
The feast for each marriage usually enscribed for all to read.
lasts six or seven days.
Major Turnham said :
Owing to the unearthly din that is
"loth Royal
Hussars .—Practically
usually made at these feasts, permission every
Regiment in the Service has one
must be obtained from the Commanding day in the year which they hold sacred.
Officer for them to take place.
Some celebrate the day of a patron
The applications are usually written Saint—St . George, St . Andrew, St.
by a babu who professes to know Eng- Patrick or St . David - but most regilish, and for this he receives from one ments observe the anniversary of some
to two annas according to the number great victory in which their predecesof words he writes.
sors participated.
Roars of laughter can usually be
The 13th May is to us, one of the
heard in the office when a batch of
greatest and certainly the "bloodyist"
these applications are received.
day in the history of the Regiment.
At Home we invite all old comrades
We publish below a shining example
of "English as she is wrote by the Indian to join us and after paying tribute to
our departed, we spend a convivial day.
babu ."
Eighteen years ago today was the last
day of the 2nd Battle of YPRES,
ACQUAINTANCE SIR.
the Germans second and most determined attempt to capture that important
The Honourable Sir,
area around YPRES, which was held
I am very pleasure to information for by the British and was then considered
your kind honour Mollification, That is the key to the Western Front.
There are only two now serving who
the my Girlo have marriage in the
H . Q . W . squadron Syces lines, Kindly were in the Regiment then--Lieut . F.
promised to granted us Respite from the 0 . Mason and R . Q . M . S . Standing.
Sunday 25th to 29th Thursday Instead
Listen to what Sir CONAN DOYLE
small Bands and Musick 6 .0 . p .m . Still said regarding it :
MAY, 13th, 1915.
the 10 .0 . p .m.
The Cavalry (dismounted) took over
I have the honour to be Sir,
the lines on May, 12th just in time to
Your most Obdt . Servant,
meet the brunt of what may have been
the most severe German attack in this
Beeharie Lail,
Battle . The shelling on this day can
H . Q . W . Syces lines,
only be described as terrific . The Germans appeared to have an inexhaustible
Dilkusha .
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supply of munitions, and from morning
to night they blew to pieces the trenches
in front and the shelters behind which
might screen the supports.
May 13th was a day of tempestuous
weather, and the howling wind, the
driving rain, and the pitiless fire made
a nightmare of the combat . The attack
on the right fell on the 3rd Cavalry
Division, and they were exposed all the
morning to a perfectly hellish fire which
was especially murderous to the NORTH
of the YPRES—ROULERS road where
the 6th Cavalry Brigade were stationed, and they were blown with their
trenches into the air after a fourteen
hour continuous bombardment, but the
Brigade held on to their ground.
During the afternoon a gallant attempt
was made to straighten out the line in
the centre of the 3rd Cavalry Division
front.
The 8th Cavalry Brigade (10th Hussars, Blues, Essex Yeomanry) under
Brigadier BULKELEY-JOHNSON, pushed forward and won their way to the
original line of trenches, chasing the
Germans out and making many prisoners, but they found it impossible to
hold them without support under the
heavy shell fire. They fell back, therefore, and formed an irregular line
behind the trenches in craters and
broken ground . This they held for the
rest of the day.
Thus ended a desperate conflict . The
Germans had failed in this, which proved
to be their final and supreme effort to
break the line. From May 13th the
fighting died down, and for some time
the harassed and exhausted defenders
were allowed to recuperate.
The British losses in this Battle from
May 4th to May 13th were from 12,000
to 15,000 in 3 Infantry and 2 Cavalry
Divisions.
CASUALTIES OF THE TENTH ROYAL
HUSSARS—MAY 12th and 13th, 1915.
KILLED . Lt . Col . E . R . A . SHEARMAN,
D. S. O.
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Major . The Hon . MITFORD,
M . V . O.
Capt . G . C STEWART.
SSM KEATS.
Sgts . DICKS, LURCOTT,
KEELEY, PORTER & 34
0 . Rs.
WOUNDED .
Lt . Col . C . CRICHTON.
Major . W . GIBBS.
Lt . LORD . CHESHAM.
Lt . J . WARDELL.
Lt . R . THOMAS.
Lt . G . ALEXANDER.
Lt . C . HUMBERT.
Sgts . LOCK, HULAND,
LLOYD,STONE, HIBBLE,
MITCHELL.
and 89 other ranks.
Some Regiments have erected memorials in certain towns or put stained
glass windows in Churches to commemorate their heroes . We have a stained
glass window in All Saint's Church,
ALDERSHOT, to the memory of 10th
Hussars who fell in the S . African War,
also a Memorial Tablet in the Chancel
of the George's Memorial Church, Ypres,
to the memory of those who lost their
lives in the Ypres Salient during the
last War.
But it was decided after " The Great
War" to have a memorial to those who
fell during that war, ever with the
Regiment in the form of a plaque with
the names of all our casualties, carrying the Gong which has been with the
Regiment since 1874.
And so, on behalf of all serving 10th
Hussars, I place this wreath on our
memorial to keep fresh in our memories
the great example of those gallant
officers and other ranks who made the
supreme sacrifice 18 years ago today ."
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PIGSTICKING NOTES.
The Gogra Tent Club is going through
a very lean time this year, largely due
to the very poor Monsoon of 1932.
What little grass country there is reverted to maidan by March, with exception of the grass sanctuary at High
Leicestershire.
The other trouble is the lack of experienced spears and good horses . The
majority of members are novices and
somewhat indifferently mounted This
is not by any means an easy country to
kill pig in and fast horses are essential.
This was very much the case at Sardaha
at Easter . There were any amount of
pig about and heats were continually
going off, only to return sadly with the
tale of "Oh ! he got into a patch of tree
jhow" or "we lost him in a primeval
forest . We must have hunted thirty or
forty pig in the three days and all but
two escaped . The two that were killed,
incidentally both by Officers of the Regiment, lost their lives purely because
two people had fast horses and caught
them before they reached the tree
jhow . The tree jhow here is a tremendous problem, efforts to burn it
have been futile, we can't afford to have
it cut down and the language about
jhow in general was just not potent
enough to cause it to go up in smoke.
For the benefit of those lucky mortals
who have not had the misfortune of
trying to hunt a pig in tree jhow, this
curse consists of jhow bushes (tamarisk),
which in the course of time have grown
and grown, till they have become
trees some twenty or more feet high
and yet retaining the characteristics of
bushes . Possibly it was in this sort of
country that Absolom met his end.
In an endeavour to hunt in a grass
country and have a change, a meet was

held up the Kheri district, some hundred
and forty miles North of Lucknow, on
the Nepal border.
The reconnaissances were most hopeful, miles of grass, grand going and
plenty of pig.
Unfortunately, between the time of
the last reconnaissance and the actual
meet, it rained and rained . This made
the grass grow up a lot and according
to the local wiseacres, made the pig
leave the grass and go into the neighbouring forest Incidentally the last
days beat was spoilt by two tigers, who
had moved the pig and disputed the
right of possession of this bit of
country.
The first tiger was a gentleman . He
broke back through the line, incidentally jumping over a beater without touching him . He came some two yards
away from the writer, whose horse
thought this was a super pig and
promptly gave chase, until dissuaded by
Master, who lacked the ambition to be
the first person to spear a tiger, especially as no one else seemed eager
to dispute the honour.
The second, which was a tigress, lived
up to the saying about the female of
the species . She clawed a coolie badly
and retired into a thick patch of grass.
Where she sat and growled at us.
Unfortunately this was the only day
we did not have a rifle out on the line,
and as continuing the beat with this
bad tempered female about was hardly
fair on the beaters, the line had to be
side slipped and a very good patch of
country left out.
At all events, we do not lack pig and
if we have a good monsoon this year
to make the grass grow, there is no
reason why next year should not be
a good one, especially with some Regimental professionals out hunting . We
also hope the other members will have
gained experience.
First Spears so far are as follows : —
Lieut . J P . Archer-Shee
Capt . C . B . Harvey
..
Capt . W . E . Carver
..
Major. C H . Gairdner
Capt . C . D . Miller
..

The Battler" 32"
"The Battler" 29"
"Jonathan"
30"
"Activity"
27k"
"Spit Ear"
29"
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LUKHSHMAN.
There is about a day's Pig-sticking
with a Tent Club, a certain sense of the
magnitude of the proceedings, which
takes away from the pig-sticker, the
pleasure of matching what skill he possesses against an individual quarry.
There is not the same sense of individual conflict of wits against natural
cunning such as the Huntsman of a
pack of Fox Hounds experiences during
a good hound hunt, such as the dry fly
fisherman glories in with a heavy fish
taking one natural fly in three on an
overfished water or such as the Hill
stalker feels when watching the big
head feeding in a difficult place, well
guarded by his Harem.
A long line of coolies, a dozen spears
and a sea of grass or jhow jungle to be
attacked makes it impossible for the
same individual attention to be paid to
even a very fine boar . Once he is lost
he must be left, for the line cannot
spend an hour looking for an individual
boar when there is so much cover to be
beaten.
During the glorious minutes of the
actual hunt, spears must think and
think quickly but at the end with a heat
of three or four the pig is over-matched
and knows it, and will often prefer to
jink rather than fight it out . For this
reason it is fun now and then to go
to a bit of country where pig are too
scarce to make it worth while for the
Tent Club to take it on, and with a few
coolies to try for a pig on one 's own
or with one other spear . I am going to
give a description of such a day which
ended successfully, through the skill of
a rather disreputable gentleman called
Lukhshman, though I myself made nearly every mistake which a pigsticker can.
One Thursday in June I sent my horses
on to some jungle near the Goomti
where I had arranged for some coolies
to meet me.
The cover had mostly been cut and
was in consequence very light . I
motored out and was met at the appointed place by 15 villagers from a neighbouring village, in charge of whom was
Lukhshman .
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Now Lukhshman belongs to a criminal
tribe and is a very low person, but I
have never met any-one who in any
way equals him, in his knowledge of
pig and tracking . He displays the
cringing habits of his class in dealing
with his superiors but once hunting has
started he shows the confidence born of
skill, in dealing with the members of
his rather wild looking brotherhood.
On this day he had no news for me
and the cover did not look very promising so we beat towards a small
mango bagh, on the banks of the Goomti,
where I had found pig before . I then
told them to beat the bagh and went
forward to the place where I anticipated wrongly that the pig would break.
They quickly found a fine Boar, squatting on a bush but by the time I had
arrived he had broken the other side
of the bagh, knocking down my syce
on the way . I never saw him break
and thought we had seen the last of
him, but Lukhshman said he could find
him again, and proceeded to prove it.
He and five or six of his myrmidions
then took up the tracks chattering to
themselves the whole of the time,
whenever they lost them temporarily,
they would spread out like a pack of
hounds and cast themselves, when one
of them found the tracks again he
would call to his companions and they
would cluster round and start off again.
The tracks were large, rounded, and
widely splayed showing that he was
a heavy old boar, but the ground was
hard, which made them difficult to
follow.
After a mile or so we came to some
thick grass . Lukhshman now sent his
trackers around it.
The tracks led into it, if they did not
come out, it was obvious the pig must
be squatting there, after five minutes
or so Lukhshman reported that the pig
was there, and we started to beat.
I then made the second mistake of
the day, I left the line and went ahead
about 60 yards to some high ground,
from which I thought I could see better.
Before I got there the pig broke back,
following the direction in which they

10
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were pointing I caught a glimpse of
a broad back, then he disappeared.
When I got to the place where he
was last seen, he had vanished.
The grass was thin and I could see
for a long way . furthermore the jungle
ended abruptly, and it was certain he
had not gone forward . I failed to find
him, and Lukhshman took up his tracks.
I then found out what the pig had
done, and how he had defeated me
Getting into a small nullah just deep
enough to give him cover from view he
had circled back and made off in the
opposite direction from the one in which
he had started . We followed him for a
mile or so and then heard from a villager
that he had been seen ten minutes before
going across the open.
The tracks were lost and I retired to
a shady bagh to rest while Lukhshman
went out to try and find him for me,
aided by the rest of his company . They
were away an hour or two and then
returned.
They reported that the pig had circled
round a patch of grass but not finding it
suitable to lie up in, had gone on to a
big bagh of fruit trees, where they
thought he would stop.
On we went and started beating the
bagh.
At one corner of it they found him
squatting, and sent for me. Of course
he broke back through the bagh and I
had to go round . Luckily I picked him
up and hunted him across the open to
another bagh, where again I lost him.
I posted two villagers to look out one
way and looked out myself the other.
In a few minutes he broke the opposite
side to me . I galloped round the bagh
and off in the direction of another bagh.
The pig was nowhere to be seen though
the ground was absolutely open.
I yelled to a villager to ask him if he
had seen the pig . He led me to a little
pond in the middle of the bagh, where
I found the old gentleman bathing with
two pie dogs yapping at his heels.
By this time my syce had come up.
The pig was now fairly mine as escape
was impossible for him .

I sat still and waited for him to finish
his bath.
In a minute or two he shook himself
dry and made off across the open . He
made a worthy end, for when he heard
me coming he turned about and charged.
We met head on, both going full tilt.
My spear broke and by the time I had
got another one, from my syce, it was
obvious that he was dying . He stood
there game to the last facing the two
pie dogs_ but he was hardly able to stand.
Before I could spear him again he fell
over dead.
As an exhibition of tracking I think
Lukhshman's performance was hard to
beat, and to him alone was due the success of the hunt.

KIT INSPECTION.
You all know that terrible feeling,
When your socks are out of repair,
And you are deficient of laces and blacking
And a brush and a comb for your hair.
When your clothes brush is covered in "Blanco"
And your shirts are in need of a mend,
When your tooth brush has turned black and
mouldy
Since you used it for "Soldiers Friend ."
It is then that the words Kit Inspection"
Brings fear to the heart of you all,
And you feel you could borrow a dollar
Or do a nip over the wall.
So you start going round on the borrow
To your mates in the next barrack room;
And that night while having your supper
You knock off a knife, fork and spoon.
Then you stand to your kit like a hero
Without any socks to your feet;
And swear to yourself that next pay-day
You will make up your small kit complete.
And when you've answered "Correct Sir"
You pray that the officers gaze,
Won't fall on the soles of your "Hi-Lows"
Or perhaps you might stop "seven days . "
Its the same thing with every soldier,
These three things, Wine, Women and Song,
They make a man sell all his clothing
And send many a young soldier wrong .
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JAFFA TO ALEPPO 1918
Continued from Vol XII No . 4 Page 31
The Division marched slowly in the
direction of Kiswe, about 5 miles South
of Damascus . One troop R . G . H . was
left behind to act as escort to the
Divisional Ammunition Column, and to
rejoin the Division with the column on
the South of Damascus . The troop
and ammunition column pegged down
late on the afternoon of 3 th . September a short distance outside Damascus
at a point where the Pilgrim Railway
leaves Damascus and cuts through the
hills on its way South to Mecca. During
the day the Sherif of Mecca troops,
under Col . Lawrence, had entered
Damascus and taken possession . No
British troops entered the town until
the next morning, when the Australian
Light Horse galloped in and occupied
the principal places.
Before daybreak the next day, 1st
October, the order to saddle up was
given and the whole of the 5th Cav.
Div . concentrated in one place, and at
midday marched through Damascus,
the Commander in Chief taking the
salute from the Town Hall steps.
Damascus was in a terrible state, men,
women and children, many dead and
others dying, were stretched all over
the pavements . The roads were filled
with large holes and covered by a layer
of fine white dust inches deep, which
filled the air, covering men, horses and
saddles . By the time the outskirts of
the town were reached the whole
Division looked like a white army . The
Australians were in charge of the
Turkish Barracks, which were full of
dead and dying prisoners, and the courtyard outside was the same . Altogether
there were about twenty thousand sick,
underfed and weary prisoners, the
remains of three Turkish armies . Some
distance outside Damascus, on the
western side, a halt was made at about
4 p . m ., and the usual visits to the
nearby villages were made for rations
and forage . The night was spent at
this camp and next morning a march
was commenced west towards Rayak,
a railway junction from Aleppo to
Beirut on the west and Damascus on
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the east . The A . L . H . division were
left in and around Damascus in case of
any trouble, and the 4th . Cav . Div . made
a move outside Damascus, North on to
the Horns road, where they were forced
to stay owing to sickness amongst the
men, and sickness and exhaustion
amongst the horses . This left the final
advance to Aleppo to the 5th, Cav . Div.
As far as Damascus was mostly forced
marching, and this began to tell among
the weakest of the horses . It was a
not unusual sight to see a horse standing by the roadside riderless with the
saddle on the ground beside it . If a
horse reached the end of its strength,
the only thing to be done was to off
saddle and leave it, if it regained
strength it was used by the following
troops or taken by the Bedouins, if not
it died . In this way a lot of Army
horses found their way into Arab
encampments . This may be the reason
why, at the present day, some animals
arriving in Egypt from Syria have the
appearances of half Arab and half another breed . One officer in the R . G . H.
lost his horse in this way and commandeered a fine looking black Arab
entire, this horse did not stay the length
of time the Army horses did, and soon
fell away and was left.
The march to Rayak was made through
the Barado Gorge which . is about one
hundred yards wide . The railway also
passes through this gorge to Rayak and
over the Lebanon Mountains to Beirut.
The majority of the railway running
stock and materials were of German
make.
After passing through Barado Gorge
the direction was changed to North
into a flat wilderness, the width of
which was about 25 miles, with the
Lebanons forming a wall on the western
side and the Anti-Lebanons on the
eastern side . The southern end of this
wilderness was Rayak, and the northern
end was closed by snow capped mountains just beyond Hama . This mountain
range could be seen from Rayak in
clear weather . Rayak was passed
through during the afternoon and as
the end of the town was reached the
rain began to fall very heavily, the first
rain since the offensive began . Within

12
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a short time everything was soaked
but the rain stopped at dusk about
8 p . m.
By this time the R . G. H . had halted
outside Rayak for the night and the
men borrowed railway sleepers from
the railway yard and very soon the whole
regiment was sitting or standing round
a tremendous big fire drinking cocoa
which was taken from the emergency
rations . At daybreak a proper camp
was made with lines down, as a short
stay was expected . At this place again
a hurried retreat was noticed . On the
ground, a natural landing ground, were
eight aeroplanes in good condition except, as at Afule, anything of value
had been taken from the planes . There
was a small hospital here and one of
the patients was a German sister who
had been hit a day or so before by a
piece of a bomb dropped from an aeroplane . This sister was not seriously hurt
and appeared to be pleased to see English
troops, she said the plane that dropped
the bomb was a Turkish plane and was
probably trying to destroy other planes
on the ground . The only thing that
annoyed her was that she could not sit
down.
After Damascus all the marching
was done during the day, and pegging
down at night, with a few days rest at
different places . The first stop was at
Rayak to rest men and horses . The
state of the men's clothing was rather
rough . The dress being summer, was
drill, and the continual riding did not
do the breeehes a great deal of good.
The next morning at breakfast time, the
writer was doing his best to make an
old pair of breeches look like new,
when a young girl who was either
Kurdish or Armenian aged about 14
years came along with her brother and
with the aid of a little Turkish and
Arabic said that she lived at the foot
of the hills on the western side and her
parents had either died or been killed,
to show her gratitude to the English
this girl took the breeches and sat down
and made a better job than the owner
would have done.
After the first day a Turkish aeroplane paid a visit daily at about 7 a . m.
usually flying high : on the third visit

the airman dropped an aerial bomb
which fell into regimental headquarters
lines, instantly killing a signaller who
had just arrived in from an all night
flank outpost and was having his breakfast, also a horse which was standing
in `D' Squadron lines 100 yards away.
The signaller was buried later in the
day in a small cemetery by the side of
the hospital . The next day the Division
moved on, in open order, towards
Baalbek about ten miles away from
Rayak . At about midday Baalbek was
sighted . At this place are large stone
pillars and ruins, probably the remains
of old Syrian temples . The inhabitants
had seen batches of Turkish troops
retreating, and had found out the reason
and they had erected large decorated
wooden arches with inscriptions on
them, such as "Welcome to the British"
and "God bless the British" printed in
English, thus showing their gratitude
at being free from Turkish rule . The
night was spent some way out of
Baalbek, and the following day the
march to Horns, a distance of about 50
miles, was commenced by easy stages.
The advance reconnoitring was done
by armoured cars and light patrol cars,
and in this way Horns was reached.
Outside the town was another aeroplane,
probably the machine that had caused
the casualties at Rayak . `D' Squadron
was leading the Brigade and the leading troop entered Horns together with
a party of Mecca troops who galloped
wildly through the centre of the town
firing their rifles in the air . A halt
was made outside the town and the
move to Hama was made two days later.
The road to Hama passes over the
River Orontes at a place called Raslan,
and when the armoured cars arrived at
,this place they found the stone bridge
over the river destroyed . A halt was
made for one day while the bridge,
which is very high, was repaired with
timber . Hama was reached on 20th.
October, and the Brigade spent a few
days on the river bank outside Hama.
One thing to be noticed along the river
banks here and there were very large
wooden water wheels about fifty feet
in height which irrigate the land and
which never stop, continually making
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a weird groaning noise as they are the Turks . 'D' Squadron moved further
driven round by the swift flowing river. away to a headland round which ran a
The R . H . A . Batteries, of which there valley.
were two, had the misfortune to loose
During the day a signaller was on duty
at an 0 . P . at the edge of this headland
a team of horses here watering from
the river these horses slipped down the within 100 yds . but out of sight of the
steep bank and were washed away Squadron . At dusk an officer and a
Hotchkiss Gun team held a posithrough the sluice gates and lost.
The march to Aleppo was continued tion at the foot of this headland.
At about 11-30 a . m. on 31st . Oct . a
and although it was known that Aleppo
message was received through regiand the district round about was held
by a large number of enemy, making mental headquarter from G . H . Q . to
their final stand, the only incident that the effect that hostilities would cease at
occurred was a running fight between 12 o'clock midday, and outposts would
the cars and enemy rearguards in lorries, remain in the same positions in case of
who were captured after a run of attacks from hostile Arabs . `D' Squaabout 10 miles . The armoured cars dron were at stables, and when the
arrived within a few miles of Aleppo message was read out stables ceased
on 23rd . Oct . and the Divisional Com- within a few minutes . The general
mander, Maj . Gen . MacAndrew sent a idea was, that failing the armistice at
or near Aleppo, the British troops
summons to surrender, to the Garrison
Commander of Aleppo, which was ref us- were to push on towards Killis and the
ed . Considering that the strength of River Euphrates, and cut off the retreat
the 5th . Cav. Div . at this time was only of the Turks in Mesopotamia, and also
about 1600, this seemed a very bold move cut their supplies which all came by
railway to Muslimie Junction about 10
as Aleppo was known to be held by a
force of at least 10,000 . The 13th . and miles north of Aleppo, and about 30
miles south of Killis . The railway from
14th . Brigades being still miles behind,
and the 15th Brigade not much in front
Adana passed roughly half way between
of them, the armoured cars spent the Alexandretta and Killis, and by forming
24th . and 25th . October reconnoitring a line Alexandretta—Killis Euphrates,
the supplies could be cut off and also the
outside Aleppo.
An attack was planned for 26th Oct.
Turkish retreat cut off from the south.
in conjunction with the Arab troops; Even if hostilities had not ceased it
but during the evening of 25th Oct. would have been impossible for the
the Arabs who been working up on the move to have been carried out, as
right of the division, entered Aleppo and firstly, the 5th . Div . was now so low
street fighting took place, the inhabi- in strength that they could not move.
tants being mostly Arabs helped the At this time the strength of the R . G . H.
Arab troops, and very soon the Turks was only ninety-five ; secondly the rainy
were in full flight, suffering heavy season was very near and travelling
casualties . The following morning Gen. would have been almost impossible
MacAndrews entered Aleppo and took owing to the muddy state of the councommand of the captured town . The try.
13th . Bde . arrived within a few miles
About two weeks after the armistice
of the town the previous night and the R . G . H . were relieved by the 18th.
at the time that the G . O . C . was Lancers, who took over the outposts.
entering Aleppo, by armoured car, they The R . G . H . now marched back to
were moving out to the west of Aleppo. bivouacs just on the western side of the
The two Indian regiments camped just town next to the unfinished modern
on the western side of the town, and Turkish barracks, the building of which
the R . G . H . moved along the Alex- was never completed . The old barracks
andretta Road to take up outpost posi- were on the other side of Aleppo and at
tions and camped in a place called this time were full of prisoners of war,
Naboth's Vineyard, which was in a filthy political prisoners and a spy or two,
condition having been previously used by amongst these were Greeks, Armenians,
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Turks, Germans and Austrians, other
than prisoners of war, altogether a
rather tough gathering . The prisoners
of war were worked daily under escort,
but the others were not allowed out.
The R . G. H . were detailed to guard these
barracks with one sergeant, one corporal and twelve men, relieved weekly by
alternate squadrons . The guard was
four posts, four hours on and eight
hours off duty, day and night . with
orders to fire to kill at any attempt to
escape . The prisoners of war were
contented and did not want to escape,
but two or three of the others who were
awaiting trial for murder would have
been pleased to get away.
A frequent visitor to the political
prisoners, in his work as D . A . A . G . on
5th . Cav . Div . H . Q . was Major Deed
who was well known as a 10th Royal
Hussar, to the writer, while serving
with the 10th.
About this time the rainy season
commenced and it rained continuously
day and night without stopping . Owing
tothe muddy state of the country from
Horns, the motor lorries with stores,
clothing and supplies, (the troops were
still wearing summer dress .) could only
travel very slowly, sometimes only doing
two or three miles a day . Lorries with
low drop front axles would travel a
short distance and the mud that the axle
had pushed before it would have to be
dug away before proceeding . The
lorries at this time were chain driven
and often the mud would reach almost
to the hub of the wheels ; frequently the
chain would pick up a stone and when
the stone travelled over the cogs on the
wheel, in the majority of cases the
chain would break, and if it was late in
the day a halt would have to be made
until daylight next day when the chain
would be repaired.
Very often a lorry would run short of
petrol and would have to wait for a
lorry with a load of petrol before it
could resume the journey . A month
later the writer made a journey from
Aleppo to Horns by lorry and it took
nearly a week . This means of supplying
Aleppo was carried on for two or three
months until the railway could be repaired and reorganised .

The Germans had, during the retirement blown up lines, bridges and pumps
all along the railway . The big bridge
in Aleppo over the Alexandretta—Bagdad road had been demolished and had
to be repaired . When the railway was
partly reorganised, persons arriving
from Horns direction and travelling to
Constantinople or Bagdad, had to detrain
on the south side of the bridge and walk
to the other side, a distance of about
half a mile over open railway sleepers
with no protection on either side, and
board another train at Aleppo station.
In November the writer, with a party
of one officer and ten men was detailed
to proceed by train, unarmed, to a town
on the river Euphrates named Jerablus
to escort 1200 Indian infantry who had
been captured at Kut-El-Mara and who
had been sent back after the Armistice.
At Jerablus was a large iron railway
bridge crossing the Euphrates into Mesopotamia, the bridge was built by German engineers about two years before
the commencement of the war . The
whole party arrived back in Aleppo the
following night and the Indians were
quartered in the old barracks . A week
or so later the writer was granted leave
to Port Said with two or three more
who had been on the move from Jaffa.
From Aleppo to Horns the journey was
done by lorry, Christmas Day being
spent, owing to shortage of petrol, in
the wilderness some miles north of
Horns . From Horns by train through
Rayak and over the Lebanons to Beirut.
From Beirut to Port Said by S . S . Tiger
and the journey back to Aleppo ten days
later by the same route, with a stop at
Horns for three weeks . On arriving
back at Aleppo the writer found that
the R . G . H . had moved on to Killis.
About two weeks after arriving back
with the R . G . H . a message was received from Brigade H . Q . to the effect that
any men belonging to a regular unit
would proceed to Kantara for embarkation to U . K . to rejoin their respective
regiments . In the R . G . H . there were
two 10th . Royal Hussars.
This journey was made by train, from
Aleppo to Damascus, down to Ludd and
on to Kantara, and after a stay of two
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weeks at the latter place, on to Port
Said and to Marseilles by S . S . Norman;
from Marseilles to Havre and Southampton, disembarking in the middle of May
1919 .

(Conclusion)

I chatter, chatter, as I flow
To join the brimming river,
For men may come and men may go,
But I go on for ever.

THE MUTINY AT
LUCKNOW
The first outward sign of discontent
took place on April 18th 1857 when a
clod of earth was thrown at the Chief
Commissioner while driving in the
Hazratgung . A fortnight later the 7th
Oudh Irregulars refused to use the new
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cartridges ; the Regiment was paraded
the next day in the presence of the
British Troops, and at the sight of the
guns drawn up against them, half of
them broke and fled. A week later the
Chief Commissioner held a public Durbar,
at which the Native Officers
declared their loyalty to the
Government . At the same
time he strengthened the
Machchi Bhawan and fortified the Residency . On May
18th he was given full military powers.
The actual outbreak occurred on the evening of
May 30th when the Native
troops mutinied in cantonments and an insurrection
took place in the City . Sir
Henry Lawrence, Chief Commissioner, then took up his
position in the Residency.
By June 13th the rebellion
had spread through the most
of Oudh . At this time the
British forces were concentrated in Machchi Bhawan
and the Residency . By July
1st, and after the British
failure at Chirhat, all the
British forces were concentrated in the Residency and
the Machchi Bhawan was
blown up.
The Garrison consisted of
1008 British Officers, N . C.
0's and men, Christian drummers and volunteers, and 712
Native troops, making a total
of 1720 fighting men ; while
in addition to these there
were 600 Christian women
and children and 680 natives,
the total number of besieged
being 3000 . On July 2nd Sir Henry
Lawrence was killed and he was succeeded by General Inglis as Chief Commissioner and O . C . Troops.
The first important attack on the
Residency came on July 17th but this
was eventually beaten off from every
point . On July 21st the first letter came
from Havelock at Cawnpore, but by
August 6th there was no sign of the
relieving force and it was learnt that he
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had been held up on the banks of the
Ganges. Four days later the enemy
made a determined attack on the Residency. This started at 11 a . m . and did
not finish until midnight . In spite of
the use of mines and fresh guns this
attack was driven off . From now until
the end of the month both besieged and
besiegers were toiling day and night at
mining, counter mining, strengthening
ramparts, and making sudden attacks
at unexpected moments . Little advantage was gained by either side except
that the demolition of surrounding
buildings afforded the besieged a better
field of view and fire . At the end of the
month news came that Havelock expected a speedy advance . By September
14th the defenders were in an exhausted
state and supplies were running short;
but by Sept . 20th a letter arrived from
General Outram, announcing the passage
of the Ganges and the advance on Lucknow . Three days later the sound of his
guns were heard in the direction of
Cawnpore, and on September 25th
Generals Havelock and Outram entered
the Residency.
In 87 days the garrison had been
reduced to 1179 fighting men, including
many sick and wounded, while the
losses among the non-combatants had
been nearly as great.
Havelock and Outram entered the
district of Lucknow on September 22nd
crossing the Sai by the bridge at Bani.
On the 23rd occurred the battle at the
Alambagh, and there the relieving force
heard of the fall of Delhi . The next
day a halt was made at the Alambagh,
and on the 25th a column advanced by
the Char bridge which was stormed and
thence by a circuitous route to the Moti
Mahal . Here they were met by a heavy
fire from the Quaisarbagh and Kurshed
Manzil, but the batteries were silenced
and then the force advanced past the
Qaisarbagh and the Chotan Manzil to
the Bailey Guard gate of the Residency.
The first relief was effected at a heavy
sacrifice of life . Out of the small force
Havelock lost 119 killed, 77 missing and
339 wounded.
As soon as the relieving force entered
the Residency the whole garrison was
again closely invested . During the next

three weeks five attacks were made
against the besiegers from the Residency. These resulted in four enemy
batteries being destroyed and many
houses being demolished . All this time
the garrison was continuously exposed
to a heavy cannonade and threatened
by mining . No less than 21 countershafts had to be driven by the defenders,
who now had a much wider circuit to
protect . On October 26th the scanty
scale of rations was further reduced to
make them last for a month.
In the meantime Sir Colin Campbell
had been concentrating at Banthara.
From here he advanced to the Alambagh
where he halted on November 13th.
The next day the Dilkusha and Martineire
were stormed and occupied . On the
15th Sir Colin Campbell was compelled
to wait for the arrival of his stores
and ammunition . The next serious
obstacle was the Sikandra Bagh, which

Our old friend Billy the Buck is lonely .
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after a terrific struggle was stormed
and the entire garrison of some 2000
men was destroyed . By the 17th communication had been established with
the Residency garrison . The next day
was one of continued fighting, but the
positions captured were all held, while
preparations were made for the retreat.
These continued for three days, while
the Quaisarbagh, the great stronghold
of the rebels, was vigorously bombarded.
On the night of the 22nd the whole of
the garrison was withdrawn to the
Dilkusha and Martineire, the enemy
being completely deceived as to the
movement . Sir James Outram was now
left in command of the Alambagh.
Here he held his own for practically
three months with a force of 3395
Europeans and 1047 natives of all arms.
Out of these he had to find a guard for
the Cawnpore road and also escorts for
fortnightly convoys . The natives were
quiet for some time but on January 12th
1858 some 30,000 of the enemy attacked
the whole front and flanks of Outram's
position . This attack was driven off but
the rebels continued to make attacks and
build entrenchments, and by February
27th they had made seven main attacks,
none of which had been successful.
By March 2nd Sir Colin Campbell
returned to Lucknow with a large force
under his command, and occupied Dilkusha and the Mahammed Bagh . By
March 5th the Commander-in-Chief had
25,664 men and 164 guns under his
command . By March 10th all the North
East area of Lucknow and the cantonments were in British hands . Four days
later, after a systematic advance, the
Imambagh was stormed, and shortly
afterwards the Quaisarbagh was taken,
and the old positions of the Kurshed
Manzil, Tara Kothi, the Moti Mahal and
the Chotan Manzil were rapidly occupied
by the troops . By the next day the
bulk of the enemy forces had left the
city and by the 19th the whole of the
city had been completely cleared.
It now only remained for the rebels
to be cleared from Lucknow district.
On April 2nd 1858 Sir James Outram
gave up the office of Chief Commissioner
to Sir Robert Montgomery . During his
administration the country continued
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to be the scene of military operations,
and the Civil Government could only be
gradually re-established, after eleven
months of continuous attacks, counterattacks, mines, countermines, intrigue
and counter-intrigue.
MEMORIES.
It is different now—where the guns are still,
It is different now by valley and hill,
Where no one slogs through the rain and mud
To seize some trench that is red with blood,
Crimson with blood of countless men
Who sleep—and remember their mates again.
No call rings out for the sudden thrust
Of bayonets eaten with years of rust,
And no patrol now holds its beat
Through No Man's Land, where grey ghosts meet,
And out of the night no sudden glare
Shoots up its flame on the midnight air.
Today, as they turn to the war soiled track,
Old songs, old mates and old days come back,
And they fight old wars with the ancient stress
That they showed at their Country's S . O . S .,
And they dream old dreams in the haunts of men
Who rest
and wait for their mates again.
And our joy goes on and the cup goes round
And laughter and tears make mingling sound,
And love exists as apart from hate,
And peace looks on though she enters late
And the Cup of Peace goes the rounds of men
Who live
and remember their mates again.
-KENNETH SCOTT.

(Republished from "Table Talk")

WHAT IS A CONTRACT?
A contract is an agreement intended
to have legal consequences, and to be
legally enforceable (a).
It is clear that there must be at least
two parties to a contract, for a man
cannot contract with himself.
There are two kinds of contracts :1. Specialities.
2. Simple contracts.
Specialty contracts must be written,
sealed, delivered and signed.
Simple Contracts may be written.
verbal or implied.
For example, Brown says to Jones "I
will sell you my gramophone for Rs . 100"
—Jones replies "0 . K ." and hands
Brown Rs . 100 in exchange for the
gramophone. If Brown failed to produce the gramophone then Jones could
sue him for breach of contract (b).
(a) Rose and Frank Co ., V . J . R . Crompton
Bros.
(b)
Price V . Easton .
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THE COURTS AS SPORT
OR

JUSTICE IN INDIA.
"Sentence first! Verdict afterwards!
"said the Queen of Hearts in Alice in
Wonderland ; and, queer though it sounds
to English ears, in most Indian courts
it would not only save a great deal of
time but achieve just as good a result
if the evidence was left out and the
trial consisted of the sentence only . I
am not thinking of the cases that come
up in a big city, bicycle theft, motor
accidents, burglary and the like which
are run by the police, and in which the
evidence is straight forward and guilt
usually beyond question ; I am thinking
for the moment of quarrels which seem
to be the chief spare time employment
in many Indian villages—In an English
village, however remote, there is nowadays usually a cinema within a reasonable distance ; there are village football
and cricket teams, and the doings of

the county team to follow in the papers,
and there is always racing ; anyone with
spare time on his hands can find something to interest him . But the Indian
villager has none of these things, and
for several months of the year he has
very little to do Accordingly a few
public-spirited people quarrel and go
to law, and the rest of the village bet
on the result.
I remember a very typical village
case about a year ago . A man had been
killed by a blow with a bamboo pole,
which had broken a rib and started
pneumonia . The history of the quarrel
was that the land in the village had
belonged to a family of whom the chief
man was, let us say, Thakur Karan
Singh . He was extravagant and had
ideas above his station, and had at last
to sell some of the land to a family of
clerks from the nearest city, of whom
the Head was, let us say, Lala Ram
Charan Lai . Naturally, the two families
hated each other, and after a little, one
of Karan Singh's party complained to a

We paused beside the pools that lie
Under the forest bough;
Each seem'd as 'twere a little sky
Gulf'd in a world below .
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magistrate that Ram Charan Lal's party
had beaten him . The magistrate enquired into the complaint, found that
the story was an invention from start
to finish, and dismissed it . Ram Charan
Lal's party, full of virtuous indignation,
first filed a civil suit before a sub-judge
for a thousand rupees damages for
wrongful complaint and then lodged a
criminal complaint before a magistrate
that Karan Singh and his friends had
beaten one of them (A criminal complaint
may take weeks, but a civil suit before
a sub-judge will take months and even
years .) This complaint too was found
false and dismissed . Smarting with
fury, Karan Singh rushed to the civil
courts, and filed a suit for a thonsand
rupees damages, and thence to the criminal courts where he complained that
Ram Charan Lal had beaten him ; and
symmetrically and exactly the previous
cycle was repeated . When at last someone was really hurt, there had in about
two years been four criminal complaints
dismissed as false, and four civil suits
were actually still pending . In that
village, they had really no need of either
a cinema or a football team.
Once a case gets into court, all idea
of telling the truth deserts the average
villager . Find him in the village, sitting
on his doorstep, sit down and talk to
him, and he will often `come clean', as
they say in the gangster films . But in
court I have had twenty-five Moslems
swear by the Koran and the beard of
the prophet that the Hindus had held a
certain procession, while twenty-five
Hindus swore by Ganges water, by Sita,
and Ram Krishna, and the heads of
their sons, that there had been no procession . It is not fair to say that the
lawyers are responsible for this attitude,
but it is true that, once they have been
called in, frankness and simplicity vanish.
The cheap lawyer feels he must impress
his client ; he does not refuse a case,
however hopeless and he must ask every
witness something to show that he is
earning his money . I have heard a
doctor explain that a man he had examined had been bitten on the back of
the neck by a human being . The marks
of every tooth in the upper jaw were
visible on one side of the back of the
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neck, and of every tooth in the lower
jaw on the other side.
`Could this injury have been selfinflected?' asked the lawyer.
But there is another side to the
picture, and anyone who has slaved in
a magistrate's court, till he expects
truth from no one, will agree that, once
out in camp, he finds a little of his
faith in human nature coming back.
In his own home, there is something
oddly lovable about the villager ; he has
the virtues of hospitality, good manners, and a genuine affection, and
beneath his tortuous intrigues, an essential simplicity.
I was once walking through a village,
in which no particular case or intrigue
was happening, when some men saw
me and ran out . They offered to fetch
me a horse. No, I wanted to walk back
to camp . Then a bullock cart? . But I
wanted that even less . Then I must
come and eat or drink : it was otherwise
a disgrace to the village . They joined
hands and made a ring round me and
said I could not be allowed to go . That,
I maintain, is at least good manners.
One more court story . There had
been a quarrel ; two men had started to
wrestle and one of them suddenly
fell down . The other picked up a stick
and hit him, and he was found a few
minutes later to be dead . `Sahib', said
the accused, `I did it, send me to be
hanged . My hour had come and his
hour had come . Send me to be
hanged .'
The post-mortem showed that the
deceased died of a weak heart before
the stick touched him . The stick had
hardly bruised him, and his own efforts
in attacking the accused had killed him.
I told the accused to behave in future
and sent him away, but he never understood why he was not hanged.
Whate'er the senses take or may
refuse
The Mind's internal heaven shall shed
her dews
Of inspiration on the humblest lay .
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maddening crowd, and prying eyes were
strictly taboo owing to the respective
" trainers" hiring one or two of our
would be " Camera's" to look out for
" touts ."
Thanks to S . S . M . Goatcher, for the
facilities he arranged for practice, and
"Wee Georgie" otherwise S . S . M . R . I.
Guy for the time and patience he exercised in arranging teams and horses,
we put up a most excellent performance as the following table shows ;
Squadron Section Tent-Pegging • • 2nd .)
Jumping Class "A"
. . 2nd .)
"B"
. .4th .)
Dummy thrusting, Class "A"
. . 2nd .)
„
. . 1st .)
„ "B"
All arms, Class "A"
. . 1st.)
"B"
4th .)

Since the last conglomeration of notes
in the previous "Gazette" we have been
up to our necks in work, and although
we managed to wade through most of
our "trials and tribulations" we did not
emerge quite unscathed, as many of us
still have sore elbows acquired on the
range.
The Squadron fired the Annual course
and "came through" as well as could be
expected in this land of perpetual sunshine.
The Regimental Horse show held on
14/15th March was a little later than
usual, owing to Polo Week having to be
put back.
Our Teams (Class A and B) this year
were very keen, on putting up a good
show, and as far back as Manoeuveres
(Dec . 1932) the method of procedure as
regards practice, likely horses and
riders, especially "Class B" were discussed.
On return from our Annual trip into
the "Blue" no time was lost in getting
our noses to the wheel, and in the early
hours many furtive figures could be seen
wending their way to the stables, for an
early morning "try-out," far from the

The net result was that we tied with
"C" Squadron for 1st place in the Regimental Championship, and in view of
this we divided the points for first and
second places in the race for the "Old
Comrades Cup ."
There was no one of individual brilliance in our teams, but all worked with
the real team spirit, which is the only
way to get anywhere in sport, and as
the above statistics show, certainly put
the "WING" in the limelight.
Our congratulations to S . S . M . I . F.
and G . Rusbridge in winning the open
individual tent pegging, after a strenuous duel with S . S . M . Wells, also to
M . G . 'Troop in winning the mounted
wrestling, to Sgt . (Jerry) Davis on winning the Sgts . Mess Cup (Best Man at
Arms) and to S . S . M . Wells on his excellent display of jumping . The horse
he jumped is remarkable for its likeness to old "Broncho" (so often well
jumped by the late Colonel Malise
Graham), both in confirmation and style
of jumping, and if it continues to improve, will no doubt surpass the brilliance of old " Broncho" at the "Leaping" game . Where did you find him,
"Bummer?"
Just to keep the "lads" occupied, our
enterprising Sports Officer organised an
"Inter-Troop Knock-out Competition" at
Hockey.
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The M . G . Troop entered a fairly
"Hot" team, and after some very hard
games managed to reach the "Final ."
Here they met the "Admin" and after
drawing once the M . G . team scraped
home the ultimate winners . Well done
the "Gunners ."
The latest "sport" adopted in the Regiment—Bicycle Polo—seems to have
the "Wing" in its grip, and fellows can
often be seen chasing a poor harmless
ball with a massive stick with a big head
on it commonly known as a polo stick,
whether this is correct or not I cannot
say.
Well everything was going steadily
when suddenly the "Band," famous for
its originality, challenged the Officers
to a match.
After an extra chukker, the Officers
just managed to win, but it is said that
they (the Officers) have not yet recovered from the shock of nearly losing to
"the novices ."
The "weapons " used were cut down
polo sticks and hockey sticks, and we
are lead to believe that the "sports
S . S . M ." is contemplating suicide over
this outrageous use of his hockey sticks,
but as to the accuracy of this news we
are not prepared to vouch for, as we
think it just malice, and we are sure
"Mickey " would not raise any objection
to the "boys" smashing a few dozen
sticks now and again?
In the O . S . A Football Cup Tournament, we entered the M . G . Troop and
it put up a grand show against some
of the best teams in the Garrison.
After it had played the first round
twice, it beat t he Cameronians Band.
and then met and defeated "B" Troop
in the second round . In the semi-Final
it met a section of the Royal Artillery
and put it out of the running, andthus
reached the Final.
This was played on the "Holy Carpet,"
between the 2nd Platoon East Yorks
and M . G . Troop.
Although the East Yorks won by two
clear goals, the " Gunners" were by no
means disgraced, for they made the
Infantrymen play as they had never
played before.
There is a an old saying that "The
sun shines on the righteous," and it cer-
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tainly must have shined on the "Gunners" for out of four penalties given
against them, only one bore fruit, and
that in the Final.
On Easter Monday we held a Joust
with "B" Squadron, and the following
events were contested ;
Section Tent-pegging . This event was
very keenly contested . The " Admin"
Troop just managing to win by a very
small margin.
Handy Hunter . In this event "HQ"
Team simply swamped the opposition by
annexing the first four places . Our
successful riders were Troopers Morris,
Cope, Goodfellow, and L/Cpl Thompson,
and they finished in the above order.
The course was very "tricky" and included practically every kind of "fence"
likely to meet with during a run with
"hounds " The "fences" were not too
big but called for sound judgment, both
by the "jockey" and his mount . If
some of the riders had paid heed to all
the hints hurled at them by the spectators, "Aintree" would have been childs
play and "Sandown" a mere detail, while
"Stotts" feats would have been easily
out-shone, and the "steeple chase"
crown would have adorned the head of
another.
Obstacle Race . Here again " HQ "
came out top-dog, for Troopers Leadbeater and Thomas came "home" first,
closely followed by Troopers Buck and
Derrick . (MG) . This race provided
plenty of amusement for the spectators
and in some cases the competitors.
There were some heavy falls during
the race sometimes due to the horse and
other times, the riders, however it went
off very well indeed, and injuries sustained amounted to "nil .'." The total
absence of stretchers being remarked
on by many.
So we "take off our hats" to all those
who competed.
Aquatic Sports . The aquatic sports,
which included plate diving, a full dress
variety race, and under water race, was
won by "B" Squadron, who had the
advantage of the services of their recent
" capture " from "down under" who
turned out to be a veritable fish.
The cycle Race, Cycle Polo and Tennis
tournament were won by "HQ", the
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Football (7 aside) was a hard fought
draw,
and the Table tennis, a win for
' B"
Everybody seemed to have had a real
good day and are eagerly looking forward to another Bank Holiday and
Joust.
Now that the intensive training season
is over, Thursdays, are observed as a
holiday and on these days, before breakfast, mounted sports are indulged in.
On Thursday the 4th May 1933, a Paper
Chase was organised by Capt C . D . Miller . This Chase was not of the S . A.
variety but well organised, on the lines
of a real hunt . The foxes were SSM Guy
and SSM Rusbridge, who must be complemented on laying a very good trail.
The Hounds, five N .C .O .'s who were
arrayed in red waistcoats added a shot
of colour to the "Meet ." The M . F . H.
was our Adjutant, Lieut H . S . K . Mainwaring . The Field Masters were Capt.
C . D . Miller and Lieut . J . P . ArcherShee assisted by SSM Goatcher and
SQMS Shepherd (how our SQMS dragged himself away from the ration stand
is a mystery) . The Field, numbering
about eighty, met at DUMMY COURSE
BOTTOM, in the vicinity of H .Q . stables,
and moved off to the ruins of Dilkusha
Palace at 6 .30 . a .m.
On arrival at the ruins a halt was called while The Master cast his hounds, just
N . of the Palace . A well defined trail was
soon picked up and the Field went away
to a good start through the Grass Farm
in the direction of the River Gumpti.
After running South for about a mile
and a half the Field was checked, owing
to the hounds getting on to a false
trail, The check was only momentary,
as our Master, casting his hounds very
cunningly, soon found the real trail.
After the check, our direction was
practically due West over some very
tricky country and fences, so tricky
in fact that one of the hounds had
to be driven over a fence by the united persuasion of some of the Field.
The trail now took us in a northerly
direction towards the Railway, where
some nasty nullahs, similar to those met
with in the Kadir country, had to be
negotiated with much care . After pass-

ing under the railway the hounds were
sighted and eventually brought to a halt
in the vicinity of our starting place,
just South of the Palace.
The whole run took about three quarters of a hour . The distance covered
was about four miles and included several fences which had to be ridden with
exceptional care and tact . The weather
was ideal, the recent rain storm cooling
atmosphere and affording good "going ."
The whole Field, including the Foxes,
were unanimous in saying that it was a
jolly good hunt and that everybody was
exceptionally pleased with themselves.
The Field, take this opportunity of passing a vote of thanks to the C O . (Major
B . O . Hutchinson) and the other Officers
that assisted in organising and running
the " show ." Major C . H . Gairdner accompanied the Field and was in at the
"Kill ." Casualties amongst the N C .O's,
men and horses were Nil . The conduct
of the Field was exceptionally good and
greatly assisted in the smooth running
of the Hunt.
Our gardens are looking rather dried
up, and a little dilapidated, and badly
in need of a drink, so that the rain
will be very welcome indeed, (when it
comes).
We have had our quarterly Arms inspection and wish to thank the Armourer
for the nice kind things he had to say
about us, (under his breath), but he
gave us rather a good report, so we
must not grumble about him!! (What
about the Butt plates, Tiffy).
We have recently lost some very good
Men from the Squadron, and have had
our work cut out to find deputies for
Sadd Q .M .S . Clifton, L/Cpl . Forward and
Tpr . Heath in our Football Team, we
were very sorry to lose these extremely
popular men . However changes are
bound to happen from time to time, and
we wish them every success in their new
sphere of life as civilians.

The World's a bubble, and the Life
of Man
Less than a span .
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TABOGA
In the Pacific not far from the entrance to the Panama Canal is the island
of Taboga . If you were to pass close
to this island in a ship you would think
that its possession to any particular
country could be of very little value.
It is nothing more than a conical hill
rising out of the sea . The slopes are
wooded to the summit where, if you
should wend your way up the narrow
rocky path, you will find some concrete
works . These are gun emplacements.
The United States of America some few
years ago bought this island because
they considered, that, in the hands of
an enemy, it might endanger the Canal.
Besides the very small strategic value
the inhabitants can claim little worthy
of note in their island . Good tropical
fruit grow there but none would go so
far for fruit alone when fruit in abundance grows upon the main land.
Panama after rain is a most unpleasant place in which to live . The temperature is high and the humidity reaches
the maximum.
Some few years ago I arrived at
Panama from South America and there
I had to wait ten days for a ship to go
to New Zealand . In one day I had seen
all the sights of Panama and was wondering how I was going to while away
the time when I came upon the centre
of the fishing industry . Having nothing
to do I went down and watched a small
sailing craft being unladen of fish called
corbina.
In broken Spanish I found out from the
owner of this boat that he lived on the
island of Taboga . Taboga according to
him was the Mecca of all sea fishermen
and judging by the fish that were now
being brought ashore he had been very
successful . In half an hour I had
arranged with him to take me to his
island which he said possessed a lovely
climate and where I should find sea
fishing at its best.
His small sailing boat with a fair
wind took only some five hours to complete the voyage which luckily was not
rough . His boat would not have given
me much confidence in a rough sea,
although it proved to be a luxury liner
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compared to those in which we were to
go fishing.
Next morning at dawn I went down
to the beach where I found great activity. I was however dismayed when I
saw the boats in which we were evidently going out fishing . These were no
more than canoes roughly carved from
the trunks of huge palm trees . They
seemed to me to be quite inadequate to
sail the open seas and I began to wish
that I had never left Panama . However before long I was seated on the
bottom of the largest one I could find
and the little fleet of a dozen canoes
paddled out to sea.
In each canoe there were two men;
one sat in the stern and paddled and the
other despite the antics of this tree
trunk on the waves either knelt or stood
and paddled in the bows . I sat tight
and clutched the sides . I became more
and more anxious the further we got
from land . However courage came
again after we had survived the most
extraordinary rolls and lurches which
did not appear to perturb the natives in
the least.
The fishing tackle was unlike any I
had seen before and I was at a loss to
understand how any fish could be caught
with it . In each canoe there was a perfectly tapered pole about six feet long
like a billiard cue and three or four
harpoons . These were made of bright
steel about fifteen inches long, sharp
pointed at one end with a barb . At the
other end was a socket some six inches
long into which exactly fitted the tapered pole . A strong line was attached to
the harpoon at the socket end.
I noticed that these fishermen kept
gazing into the sky whereas I expected
them to look into the sea for the fish.
Presently we changed our course and
put on greater speed . It was evident
that some indication of the whereabouts
of the fish had been observed.
I then learnt that they had been
scanning the sky for pelican . These
birds catch fish about four inches long
by diving into the sea from forty or
fifty feet . It is these same fish that are
the prey of the corbina.
By the time we had arrived among
the pelican, the fisherman in the bows
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was standing erect gazing into the sea.
The man in the stern paddled without
hardly disturbing the surface of the
water. The fisherman fitted the tapered
end of the pole into the harpoon and
held the harpoon rigid on the end of the
pole by pulling upwards on the line.
In his left hand he held the neatly
coiled line . The harpoon is thrown like
a javelin with the most surprising
accuracy at the fish as they swim under
the canoe . The pole with the javelin
disappears into the sea but as soon as
it becomes submerged it springs back
into the air while the harpoon dives
downwards on the end of the line . As
the pole springs back into the air the
man catches it and very seldom does he
drop it . As soon as the line is paid out
it is passed back up to the man in the
bows, who if the shot has been a lucky
one lands the fish and if unlucky he
recoils the line and hands it back to his
mate for another try.
The skill displayed in this way is amazing . A fish only eighteen inches long,
ten or twelve feet below the surface,
is a very small and fleeting target.
The skill required to keep ones balance
standing in the canoe even in the calmest sea is considerable.
The man who paddles has his work
cut out to trim the boat, paddle, play
the fish, recoil the lines and bale out the
water which continually splashes in.
After four or five hours all the canoes
were full of fish and we started on our
homeward journey. It was joy to stretch
ones legs once again on the shore after
sitting on the bottom of the canoe in a
cramped position for those hours.
The fish, over and above the natives
own requirements, were then sent to
the main land in the sailing boat . The
inhabitants of this island are wonderful
weather prophets . They need to be
when they go to sea in such flimsy craft.
On three occasions in that week they
did not go out although it appeared
calm in the early morning . One morning we started out in what appeared to
be a rough sea but they said that the
wind was sure to drop and so it did.
I was sorry when my time was up to
leave the island and its few hundred
inhabitants who all lived in the one

small village around the only sheltered
creek in the island.
Taboga seemed very remote from
modern civilization . The inhabitants
lived as their ancestors had done before
them . Their habits have been unaltered by the Government of the United
States which has bought their island.
One notice painted on a large board
which read as follows : "None may cross
this road clad only in bathing gown"
appeared so incongrous . Perhaps this is
the first indication that the island is to
be exploited and one day may be the
Lido of Panama . My old fisherman friend
was right, it has a lovely climate ; the
fishing was good and I believe almost
unique .

LEARN TO EARN
The Opportunity
If you are a soldier and want a better job in
Civil Life than you had before you enlisted.
The Army Vocational Training Centre offers
you a chance to get it.

How to apply for a Course.
Every efficient soldier is eligible for a course
except those who have received tradesmen's rate
or trade training . Apply on A . F. B . 2517 at
least nine months before you are due for discharge . This form can he obtained from the
Orderly Room .

The Training.
Vocational Students are trained under civilian
workshop conditions by Expert Civilian Instructors
who act as foremen . The students check on and
off to the sound of the hooter as they would do in
a civilian works . Each student has his own set
of tools and each workshop is equipped with
modern machines.
The whole atmosphere of the training centre is
that of a civilian works and not of a school.

The Employment Bureau.
The question of securing employment for each
student on leaving receives special attention.
Applications are made to firms for suitable
vacancies or the student is sent direct with an
introduction to apply himself.
Students are instructed how to search and
apply for themselves .
(Courtesy of "LINKS " ) .
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ACTIVITIES OF "A"
SQUADRON
Here we are with Summer half over
and although there have been spells of
really hot weather, Lucknow in the summer has not proved to be the hell on
earth we were led to expect.
Everyone keeps cheerful and up to the
present there has been no sickness in
the Squadron, we have never had more
than two in hospital, and at the present time we have no one.
The men who joined us early this year,
and are having their first spell of India
are doing extremely well.
Our N . C . O's are kept pretty busy on
Cadre Classes and by the looks of papers
submitted for the recent examinations
we can look forward to another successful training season later in the year.
Sjt . Ruff who has just completed a
Roughs course under the Adjutant is
now initiating our junior N . C . 0's into
the mysteries of the leg and rein to get
them on the proper leg before Section
Training commences.
We understand that we are to have
a Squadron Camp this year, a good
testing ground for young soldiers and
we are looking forward to seeing how
our last joined shape.
Sport has ruled the roost for the last
three months and we can honestly say
there is not a man in the Squadron but
who has turned his hand to some form
of games.
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A new five a side hockey pitch has
been built and two or more teams can be
seen every night chasing the ball, if
some of the players imagine its the Irish
game of Hurling they are playing, well,
what odds, its exercise and keeps them
fit.
In April a new scheme was started to
encourage Field Events such as, Putting
the Shot, Throwing the Javelin etc, and
some dark horses have turned up so we
should find some worthy representatives
for the Regiment by the time the next
Brigade Sports come round.
We may add that judging by the number of times the S . S . M . had to have the
hammer repaired there has been lots of
private practice carried out.
Football is not a game to play in the
Indian summer, or so we thought until
we arrived in Lucknow.
The powers that be, think otherwise it
seems, and already a start has been made
with the local competition, " The Oudh
Cup.
Our first match was against " C"
Squadron and was keenly contested in a
right sporting spirit and ended in a
draw, a fitting result to a sporting
encounter.
Thursday mornings have been allotted
to mounted sports, Regimental and
Squadron programmes being run on alternate weeks.
Some very amusing programmes have
been carried out and much amusement
caused, the men quite enjoyed the sight
of our S . Q . M . S . trying to catch a spare
donkey in the Live Stock Race, and
roars of laughter greeted our F/Cpl's.
attempts to lead his horse over the table
jump in the Leading Race . The Squadron programmes in addition to our old
favourites Tent Pegging, Jumping etc.
have included Treasure Hunts, a very
popular item and a Paper Chase run on
hunting lines with M . F . H ., hounds and
whips complete.
Writing of paper chases we would like
to point out to our youthful enthusiasts
that over riding of hounds is simply
not done in the best of hunting circles.
Swimming, as is natural during the
summer months has claimed a lot of new
enthusiasts and our aquatic expert Sjt.
Wass has been busy selecting his "craw-
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lers, plungers" etc . with a view to
retaining the swimming cup . The bath
here is not so good or as large as the
one we had at Meerut, but the water can
be changed a little oftener and that
helps to make it more pleasant.
The first party are back from the hills
with their wonderful tales of leopards
seen and tigers heard about, and their
reliefs have departed to bring back more
wonderful tales.
We have been able to send a few more
men this year thanks to more accommodation being available but even now the
numbers it is possible to send are inadequate and it means a spell of hill life
only once every two years for the majority of the Squadron.
We are aware of course that some
prefer Lucknow's platinum blondes during the summer to the brunettes of
Dulikhet, but as a certain S . S . M . used
to say "that's their little pigeon ."
Two of our experts in the mounted
sports line have returned to the Squadron, Cpl . Fachie who has been showing
the A . F . I . at Gorakhpur how it is done,
and L/Cpl . Hammond who has been to
Saugor . Hammond did extraordinarily
well by obtaining a "Distinguished"
certificate besides winning several students prizes.
Congratulations L/Cpl Hammond on a
real good show.
We were up before the lark or its
Indian cousin for the King's Birthday
Parade, it was quite a treat to see so
many faces on parade . All the Staff
wallahs were dug out to give three
hearty cheers and they all came up to
scratch, the Maidan resounding to their
lusty hurrahs . We also made the aquaintance of our new Brigadier lately out
from home.
The main topic of the barrack rooms
just now is have you been to office, not
dear reader with your hat off, but let it
be said lightly, there is in the office a
magic bottle containing certain patent
medicines and guaranteed to out do the
old fashioned No . 9 . Loaned by an
indulgent M . 0 . and guaranteed to cure
all ills from appendicitus to -- ? but ask
the S . S . M ., by the sound of his language
when it arrived he knows all about it.
Everyone is wondering when the Mon-

soons will break and although our roses
are still blooming the Sqn . Mali is
anxiously watching the sky for the
signs of rain . The gardens have been
kept remarkably well and the grass plots
are like oasis in a desert, they should be
splendid after the rains . We hope our
Squadron Leader, at present in England,
will tell us on his return how they arrange the flowers at Ascot or should we
say Goodwood, for we intend to beat the
Residency this next season for gardens,
just pop round and see.
In conclusion we congratulate Major
Turnham on his recent honour, the
O . B . E . and also Sjt . Osborne on his
obtaining that hall mark of a good
soldier the Long Service and Good Conduct Medal.

HERBERT N . CASSON says
There are so many people who think
that life is unfair, that there must be
some truth in it.
There is an element of luck and bad
luck . Some babies are born rich . Some
are born poor . And so on.
Many a young man broods on the unfairness of life . This prevents him from
doing his best.
He says to himself : "What's the use?
I never have a chance ." . And he remains in the rank and file, when he may
have plenty of latent ability.
The fact is that we have to take life
as it is. We can't go to Mars or some
other star, where there may be perfect
justice.
We have to take the bricks and the
bouquets—the luck and the losses . The
right attitude towards life – here it is—
a poet has written it out for us :

"I

do not like the way the cards are
shuffled,
But yet I like the game and want
to play;
And through the long, long night will
I, unruffled,
Play what I get until the break of
day ."
(Courtesy of "Links") .
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A RETORT
The writer of this article has been
very averse to putting pen to paper,
especially on the subject to follow, as
he has come in for a good deal of
"chaff" in one way or another after his
various visits to the Hilly regions of
India.
He has been lucky, or unlucky enough
to have paid no less than three official
visits to the Hill Depot at Dulikhet,
and each one in the "matey" (or
amorous) season, and so far has escaped
for the third time without any entanglements:
While he once visited Kashmir and
in his short sojourn slaughtered no less
than six grizzlies to his own gun.
To add insult to injury though, he
was depicted in the Editorial notes of
this gazette as bringing down all his
bears from under the same tree, as a
sportsman shooting partridges from a
butt.
Now he has got started though, he
will do his best to explain how easy it
is for the amateur to kill a panther, if
they do as he did.
Well, what happened was this ; Two
subalterns went out for 10 days, shooting down the Ramnagar Valley and one
came back with a panther . The other,
not to be outdone by his companion, as
he had failed to shoot straight when
the opportunity came, went off for a
day, ostensibly to shoot a gooral, but
came back with a panther instead.
This he claimed to have beat out of a
bush in broad daylight and shot at
6 o'clock in the morning . This seemed
too good to be true, so "yours faithfully"
thought it was time he did something
about it, as he also couldn't be outdone.
A native came in with a "Khubba"
of a panther the same day, so he was
hastily despatched back to his village
with 12 "chips" in his pocket and
instructions to tie up a goat that night.
Next day at lunch time he was on the
Mess door-step to say that the goat had
been killed the night before, and the
kill had been dragged 1 of a mile into
some thick undergrowth, but that he
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had been able to build a natural machan
overlooking it.
After a hasty lunch, the car was loaded up with all a "soft seated" sportsman
requires . (hot drinks in thermos, whisky
and soda in an icebox, not to forget
"Flit", a Mosquito net. and some sandwiches,) and a start was made for
Richi, the scene of the slaughter.
After a tedious drive round hair-raising bends, Richi was reached at 3-15
p . m ., and the car unloaded and the
climb up the " khud" from the road
commenced . Fortunately it was not far
and it was not long before all was
ready for hoisting a large body into a
machan about 12 feet off the ground!
By 4 o'clock the body was in position
with a "Paradox" 12 bore in it's hands.
The shikari removed the old kill, and
shortly afterwards brought up a bleater
which he tied up suitably.
At first on being left, this goat seemed quite at home and started to lie
down, but fortunately suddenly became
alive to the fact that he had been left
all alone and started kicking up an awful
shindy . This he continued for most
of the evening, but about six o'clock,
decided that nobody was going to take
any notice, so he lay down to go to sleep
By this time "yours truly" was also
feeling a bit drowsy and he went off
for half an hour's nap, at least it seemed like that, as he came too all of a
sudden by the renewal of the vocal
efforts of the goat.
He then pinched himself all over, and
had a good pull at his thermos, and
decided on no account must he be caught
napping again by dozing, and adopted
an alert position.
About 5 minutes to 7 o'clock, a distinct
cracking of leaves was audible ; within
a few seconds the goat got very excited,
faced towards the machan, and reined
back, straining at it's chain.
That something was about to happen
seemed inevitable but at this moment a
thunder-storm broke overhead and some
heavy drops of rain fell, making quite a
noise on the leaves of the trees.
With a crash from underneath the
machan, out jumped a good sized
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Panther, and was at the goat's neck in and on to a dance at the club, where
a jiffy . Hardly two seconds elapsed the evening's event was duly celebbetween the arrival on the kill of the rated.
panther, and the discharge of the gun,
It has been suggested that an even
but the goat was dead . The L . G ., shot more distant picture might have been
had got the panther full in the face, and taken of the Trophy!
he took a plunge into the air
straight for the machan, but
landed somewhere below it and
his writhings and groans
seemed unpleasantly close.
After some feverish efforts
to pull up the bedding and
floor of the machan which
was made of some strong
branches of trees, it was possible to align the gun on what
appeared to be the animals
shoulder and administer the
"coup-degrace", with a lethal
bullet from the other barrel.
After this there wasn't a
move, and it appeared time to
whistle up the shikari, who
arrived terribly excited.
By now it was getting dark,
and raining quite heavily.
There is no doubt that it
was due to the noise of the
rain on the leaves that the
panther became bold and came
without hesitating . Owing to
the noise of the rain, it had
been possible to get into a
good firing position without
detection.
After a quick inspection of
the trophy " yours truly " beat
it like hell for the car because the one thing he forgot to bring for his comfort
"The Bag ."
was a macintosh and it was
now pouring with rain.
The panther measured six feet eleven
It was not long before the Shikari
arrived with coolies carrying the corpse and a half inches.
which was soon strapped on the luggage
grid and a start made for home at
8 o'clock.
After a most unpleasant drive in a The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power
terrific downpour Dulikhet was reached
And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave,
at 9 o'clock, in time to change into
tails, go out to dinner, to a farewell Awaits alike th' inevitable hour-party as the detachment was due to
The paths of glory lead but to the grave .
leave for the plains in a couple of days,
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Ominous rumblings issuing from the
precincts of our Editor's Office indicates
the fact that these notes are long overdue, and previous experience of the
horrors of an editorial erruption resulting from our failure to produce an
article to time, has the effect of setting
our literary mechanism working at the
most frantic rate
The conditions under which we labour
at the present time are such that make
any form of exertion, either brainial or
physical, most fatigueing, and even the
simple act of steering a pen causes one
to sweat like a multitude of bulls.
Whirling fans and swishing punkhas are
practically useless, and to position oneself beneath either is to subject oneself
to a bombardment of thick and almost
solid lumps of atmosphere . We are
entirely at the mercy of My Lord the
Sun, who if he continues his foolish
pranks will soon have our thermometers
squirting mercury in all directions.
Looking back over the activities of
the Squadron during the last quarter,
and mentally comparing the quantities
of work and play indulged in, one can
hardly help wondering why our S .Q .M .S.
continues unprotestingly, to pay out, and
also how our lads when drawing their
sheckels, can still manage to register
that expression which tells the world
that they have earned it .

We finished firing our Annual Musketry Course early in April with the
illuminating Squadron average of First
Class Shot . Naturally we are well pleased
with ourselves, who would not be, when,
after so many years behind leaping,
roaring, and wandering Machine Guns
which had that exasperating habit of
bucking whilst firing, we are called upon
to fire a series of single shots from a
weapon which, if handled the least bit
roughly, became sulky, and bluntly
refused to hit the target . We seem to
have adapted ourselves to the use of
this very temperamental arm in a
manner which deserves credit, hence
our pleasure at the result of our first
musketry course as a sabre squadron.
A glance at any of our weekly sport
programmes would reveal the fact that
there is one among us whose task it is
to kill monotony by creating activity,
and to define methods by which we can
sweeten what might be a very uncongenial round of toil, and as a result of
this enterprising individual's efforts we
find ourselves being kept fit and happy
by a very extensive indulgence in practically every form of sport.
At present we are in the middle of
the Inter-Troop Hockey League, and as
each match draws us nearer to the final
so the competitive spirit increases, and
cases of chronic contusion and lameness, resulting from violent contact
with unsympathetic hockey sticks, become more and more frequent, but it is
good to see how proudly our lads exhibit
such cuts and abrasions as are collected
on the field of play.
On Easter Monday we held a very
exciting joust with " HQ " Wing, somebody had a tidal brainwave and introduced a mounted obstacle race, that
somebody must have had the mind of a
Nero to have conceived such an infamous idea . The back of a horse at
the gallop, especially in the absence of
saddlery, is no place for two riders at
once, neither is there any comfort to be
had from adopting a horriby contorted
position underneath the horse's neck,
not even at the halt, yet the competitors in this event were obliged to
adopt both positions, the first with an
option, and the second without . They
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went further in fact, for in this state
they rode, led, pulled or pushed their
steeds over, under or through a series
of obstacles which would have disconcerted a tank . Halfway over the
course some hired assassin started pu ting up smoke screens with the result
that innumerable riders were shot from
the backs, or necks, of scared horses
into a seething mass of thick choking
smoke, and their appearance on emerging from this very effective obstacle
rather strengthened the resemblance of
the scene to the evacuation of hell.
The usual Thursday morning recreation in the form of mounted sports
continues to provide countless thrills
and unlimited amusement . It seems
that fate nominates one competitor in
each event to perform such evolutions
around the horse as will prove sufficiently hair-raising, or amusing to move
the spectators into a state of trembling
anticipation or to one of hysterical
helplessness, and twice in a few short
weeks we have had the honour of supplying Fate's chosen performer, firstly in
the person of our S .Q .M .S ., who, whilst
riding in a very well organised PaperChase came up against a circumstance
with which he had never met before.
Right from the first twang of the horn
as hounds got away on a breast-high
scent Geordie's mount, showing all the
symptoms of eagerness and excitement
typical of aristocratic breeding, led the
field and set a cracking pace, then we
came to water! and it was here that fate
stepped in . Seemingly the horse was
thirsty, such a bold fencer would never
have stopped otherwise, as it was he
did his utmost to save time by drinking
at the gallop, and so careered along the
ditch with his head down, a most unusual occurrence and one with which
Geordie coped in the most acrobatic
manner, for when last we saw him, he
was obviously helping the horse to get
his head down by doing a long arm
balance on the crown piece of his head
collar, certainly not a case of "lost seat"!
The chase continued but with the
absence of our " Quarter", hounds became rather wild, and it is suggested
that in future the hunting crop will be
discarded and replaced by a lasso which

should make the task of controlling
human hounds more simple.
The Gods dealt rather more harshly
with L/Cpl . Taylor, Fate's second victim,
who, whilst jumping a "wall" in a team
jumping competition, fell! Any ordinary fall would have passed practically
unnoticed, but his was an extraordinary
fall, one that was cunningly planned in
advance . That the horse had a grudge
against his jockey was obvious, for
having approached the fence in a manner
which must have inspired the utmost confidence in the rider, he stuck in his toes
and stopped, and whilst L/Cpl . Taylor
was gyrating through the starry ether,
the horse, with a dexterous kick, scattered the bricks of the "wall" into such
positions as would bring their sharpest
edges into contact with that hurling
body when it landed . The result was,
that a very mournful procession bore a
very battered jockey away to hospital
where he now lies probably anticipating
the pleasure he will derive from quietly
whisping that horse on his return to
duty.
In order to avoid creating the impression that sport is the sole occupation of
the modern soldier it is necessary to
assure our readers of the fact that occasionally we are called upon to act in the
capacity of real soldiers, a task which
even in peace time is far from being
easy to perform . A ceremonial parade
held on the occasion of the King's Birthday saw the Regiment formed up on
the Brigade Parade round, spick and
span as usual and quite ready to burst
their lungs in answer to the preparatory
word of command —" Hip, Hip, Flip,
" If His Majesty could only
see and hear us howling our greetings
he would have birthdays more frequently.
Individual Training is in full swing
and daily our N . C . O's manoeuvre imaginary forces into positions against
imaginary enemies who, by sheer tact
and cunning are invariably beaten to a
hopeless frazzle.
At lectures our N . C . O's expound
upon the art and craft of War, whilst at
Regimental Discussions we go as far as
to reorganise whole Armies and so our
(Continued on page 34)
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SUMMER LEAVE 1933.
Thoughts of a month's leave, spent
quietly lounging at one of the hill stations, did not somehow offer any attraction this year, and a shooting leave,
somewhere in the cool and away from
the busy world, was decided upon.
Owing to the smallness of our armoury
(J . has a .355 Mannlicher and I a .315
B . S . A .) panther or tiger could obviously be considered as out of the question,
and we were told that there was little
likelihood of finding anything other
than ghooral and sambhur . The promise of a carefree, open air existence
however, made shooting a secondary
consideration, and we would take whatever offered.
We left Lucknow and its moderate
heat on the 5th May, complete with kits
and provender (which we smuggled
through free– probably due to our "it
isn't mine" attitude which we assumed
when it was being loaded!) and arrived
at Dulikhet at mid-day on the 6th.
Some delay was caused in getting
shooting passes and a bungalow permit,
but on the 11th May, at 7 o'clock on a
fine morning, we set out on our 25
mile trek to Dewarpani, in the Bhatronj
Forest, just off the old military road
from Ranikhet to Ramnagar . Our kit
was transported by four sturdy coolies,
whom we passed on the road.
To us, fresh from bicycles, horses,
and the flat roads of the plains, the
walk proved to be somewhat of an
ordeal . At about noon we were feeling
the strain and on restarting, after even
a she . rest, our legs felt as though
they were made of wood . Eventually
we reached Dewarpani, only to find
that a climb of 1 1/2 miles, up hill all the
way, still had to be negotiated before
our eyes could light on our objective.
That climb "killed our pig" . When we
did reach the top, at 4-0 p m ., we were
completely exhausted and collapsed willynilly on the flagstones of the bungalow
verandah, what time a stray individual
went to get the chowkidar to unlock
the place.
This latter person proved to be a very
interesting character . He knew no
English and our scant knowledge of the
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vernacular was practically wasted on
him . Before we left, however, he had
become a very good companion and we
managed to understand him, and he us,
quite well . He proved himself an able
woodsman and shikari, not to mention
his capabilities as a butcher, flayer,
coolie, and general factotum.
He received a regular wage, as chowkidar, from
the Forest Department, possessed 10
bullocks, some goats, had a few hillside acres under cultivation.
The bungalow was large and airy
and completely equipped . It had not
been occupied for thirteen months but
was clean . Our arrival however, or the
smell of our cooking, brought all the
flies from miles around, and all our
meals during the light hours were only
partaken of after battling with swarms
of these insects for possession of the
plates . They made it quite impossible
for us to sleep during the day.
The coolies got in at 6-0 p . m ., unloaded our packs, and straightaway set
out on their return journey to Ranikhet,
with our instructions to call again on
the 27th to transport our kits on the
homeward journey.
I, in my capacity of cook, set to work
in the bawarchi-khana and, with the
aid of charcoal and a tin hand-fan, soon
had a supper of sorts on the table.
This, with cocoa, was soon consumed
and we sought our beds.
The next day found us exploring our
domain under the guidance of the
chowkidar Our bungalow was situated
on the north slope of a long ridge,
which climbed to about 7,000 feet behind
us . This ridge was from six to seven
miles long and the north slopes were
entirely covered with thick oak forest.
At the southern side a number of spurs
reached out and down to the valley of
the River Kosi, a good ten miles walk
away . These spurs were covered with
huge cactus trees which, lower down,
were replaced by scrub oak and a few
pines.
The ghooral is a species of hill goat,
but its appearance more nearly resembles
that of a deer, except for the horns
which are short and have a backward
curve . Six inches represents a good
head . The animal itself is small and
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is a wonderful climber . Very hard to
find, never at short range, and almost
invariably hard to retrieve.
Their speed on the hills is incredible.
Huge boulders and precipitous cliffs are
taken at full speed . Never once did we
see one lose its footing, unless hit.

between ourselves that he possessed
telescopic vision.
The first sambhur which came to our
bag was at long range when first spotted . So far in fact that I thought it
was a ghooral much closer . An optimistic shot on my part roused the shikari's
spirit and he declared the
animal was hit, as it careered
down a slope and entered a
wooded gorge from which it
did not emerge.
More to please him than
with any hope of getting the
beast, I clambered down a
fearful slope to look for trace
with him . On reaching the
gorge we were rewarded by
the sight of the animal crashing through thick undergrowth within 50 yards of us,
and obviously wounded . A
hasty shot only induced him
to increase his speed and we
were forced to "up sticks"
and ourselves crash through
the same undergrowth (brambles, cactus and nettles) in an
attempt to cut off his retreat.
The order became, locate—
shoot and on again, until,
after getting in five good
shots, I brought Sir Sambhur
to his knees in a dark watercourse in the depths of the
jungle.
Great was the disappointment to find that he had no
head to speak of.
After covering him up for
the night we sat down to cool
off and took stock of our own
damages . Hands and arms
The Kosi valley—from an eagle's eyrie .
were covered with innumerable scratches, seemingly hunSeventeen days of hard work, of about dreds of thorns had to be removed, my
9 hours each day, only brought us five trousers were obviously in need of
good heads . Two others fell to us but renewal and our clothes were moist
with sweat.
these were "batcha wallahs".
Nor did that end the day . A terrific
At 300 yards a ghooral is almost
indistinguishable from the ground on climb had to be undertaken before we
which it stands . On several occasions could eat, drink and sleep . and it was
the shikari worked himself into a fever not until dark that we eventually breastof disappointment owing to our inability ed the ridge and descended to the
to locate a creature which, to him, was bungalow.
Such were our field days . Work—ye
apparently as plain as a tree. We agreed
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Gods ; yet it was worth paying for . Our
total bag was not great, but someone
said that " There is more joy in the chase
than in the kill," and I believe they
were right.
Hardships seemed frequent—as they
occurred, but in retrospect only one
stands out in our memory . It
dwarfed the others into insignificance.
It was this way . With a
coolie we went down to the
Kosi valley one afternoon.
After pitching our shelter we
made preparations for a meal
and discovered to our disgust
that we had forgotten either
tea or cocoa . We also found
that the river water was thick
with mud and the local spring
only oozed out an inky fluid.
It was decided therefore to
make the remainder of the
cold tea in our waterbottles
suffice for the return journey
early the following morning.
After a feed on cheese and
dough cakes (own make) we
crept under the shelter and
composed ourselves for sleep.
Whether it was the booming
of the river, or J's fearful
snoring which kept me awake
I cannot say, but hardly a
wink did I get that night.
We were up early next morning, breakfasted on " bully"
and more dough cakes, washed
down with a sip of our now
stale tea, packed the kit and
left the camp site at 7 .0 a .m.
Our homeward trek did not
look like being any idyllic
ramble, in view of the fact that
we had a climb of 4000-odd
feet, spread over ten miles, to
negotiate . In fact an hour's climbing
found us feeling the strain and the
level in our flasks considerably lowered.
At times the going was so steep that
we had to use our hands to aid us forward . On one occasion I found myself
stuck on the face of a cliff and it was
with no little trepidation and cold sweat
that I gained a less dangerous route .
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By 10 o'clock our waterbottles were
empty and the coolie far behind . The
sun blazed on our backs, the rocks
reflected the heat on to our faces and of
wind there was little or none . Our heads
buzzed and I became so sleepy that at
every halt I had difficulty in keeping

Resting—with an eye to business .

awake . Our thoughts were miles away
from hunting . I know mine centred
about a tremendous tankard of ice-cold
ale in some quiet, cool bar!
Tongues and throats became like
leather and the drag of clothing and
rifles irritated like mad.
It took us seven whole hours to cover
those ten miles and at 2 .0 p .m . we could
have been seen soaking ourselves, inside
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and out, in the clear, cold water which
rushed from a rock quite close to the
bungalow.
The poor coolie arrived late in the
evening—all tuckered up . For the remainder of our stay he only re-appeared
once . We were told he was sick but it
was probably the fear that we might
ask him to go with us again!
The Ranikhet coolies came out on the
evening of the 26th and at 5 .30 on the
following morning we were on our way,
leaving our good friend, the
chowkidar-shikari, salaaming from the doorstep.
We walked at a fast pace and at 9 o'clock
had traversed 13 miles, when we decided to take a little wayside refreshment.
Whilst partaking of this, a motor car
came along, stopped near us, and the
first white man we had seen for our
seventeen days, asked us whether we
would like a lift to Ranikhet . We
climbed in and thereby lowered our caste
as good hikers, not that we worried
much on that account.
We returned to Lucknow and work on
the 30th, after a couple of clear days at
Dulikhet to put ourselves in order.
The memory of those glorious, contented days, the deep woods, the rocky
slopes, the chases, the kills, of adventures in the field—and even in the cookhouse, and of our happy companionship,
will remain for a long time.
And, whilst we are thinking about it,
we will mark up the calendar for next
year!
(Continued from page 30)
lives, regulated by such variation in
occupation, have, since our last notes
been made well worth living, and it is
hoped that with the coming of the
Monsoons we shall be able to dive with
even more glee and vigour into what
promises to be a very interesting
quarter.
Some men are like the flea who was
walking side by side with an elephant
over a little bridge.
After they had crossed over the flea
said : "Boy, we sure did shake that
bridge!"

CONCERNING "C"
SQUADRON.
Since our last edition went to Press
there has been nothing of an exciting
nature happened about which we can
hold forth (or blow "Froth" about for
that matter .) but on delving deep into
our shortcomings of the past month or
so we may be able to find something on
which to report.
Through the kindness of the Squadron Leader and the tireless zeal of
S . Q . M . S . Turner many improvements
have taken place in the "Blue Room ."
It has now the appearance of the
Lounge in the "Grand Hotel ." Many
books have been added to the Library
and provide quiet recreation for the men
at nights . The more strenuous disposed
individuals playing Dart and ` Ping
Pong' for high stakes . (Lemonades .)
We now have three Tennis Courts
which are very well looked after and
many sternly contested games are
fought thereon. It is interesting to
note that the Squadron has never been
defeated yet by anyone, including other
Units with whom has been arranged
"Tennis at Homes" with a tea after.
Every evening see's budding Tildens
practicing fore-hand, back-hand and
other Pearson's Weekly strokes and re-
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marks such as "Shake hands with the
racket lead the left foot to face the ball
and `Follow Thro' can be heard all over
the courts . We are just starting a
Tennis Ladder and the next time these
notes appear we may be able to tell you
who is on the topmost rung.
Various other sports have been introduced to the Squadron and hockey
seems the favourite . We must take the
opportunity of congratulating 1st Troop
on reaching the semi-final round of the
"Hay" Cup Tournament when they were
defeated two nil by the Band of the
Cameronians . Hard luck 1st Troop,
better luck next time.
Among the novelty sports (I use this
expression for the want of a better .)
are included Cycle Polo and Two Rings
and a Peg (not Chota .) also on a cycle
which provide many thrills for the
players and much amusement for the
onlookers who are very free with their
advice.
Cycle Polo is by the way a very profitable game for the Cycle Shop as no
game is played without two or three
"Ponies" getting badly crocked . (Bent
wheels—twisted forks etc .)
It is an inspiring sight to see a cyclist
riding furiously down the football pitch
with a Mosquito Net Pole gripped in
his hand and his eyes on the peg ; which
by the way is a wisp . It is rumoured
that the SSM . witnessed an exhibition
of this sport and was heard to remark
that he could find a better use for the
wisp.
The Squadron Leader has very kindly
but up a prize of Ten Rupees monthly
for the Bungalow which is judged to be
the best and neatest in appearance
throughout the month . As a result there
is keen competition between the Troops
much latent artistic talent has been
discovered, the rooms being nicely distempered in restful colours.
We would like to add in conclusion
that "C" has now an "Ensign" which
floats gaily in the breeze (if any) from
reveille to 190 hours . You may inquire
why we take it in at nights . We will
leave that to your fertile imagination .
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SPORTS MEETING
DULIKHET MAY, 1933.
The Meeting was spread over two
days . Points were allotted 5-4-3-2-1.
but only in the Finals . The first day
was devoted to preliminaries and we
didn't fare too well.
In the 100 yards and the 220 yards
we had three representatives left in the
finals . L/Cpls Bumstead & Poulter and
Tpr Garmeson winning their heat in the
first named and L/Cpls Allen and Poulter and Tpr Garmeson reaching the
finals in the latter . In the 440 . yards
we only had one man L/Cpl Poulter left
in, and we were eliminated from the
High Jump and the Tug of War . Of
the latter event it must be mentioned that
our second pull against the 7th Medium
Brigade R . A . (the eventual winners) was
accorded the best pull of the Meeting.
After being an inch from defeat our team
pulled them back bit by bit until, after a
pull of 4 minutes 15 seconds, we were
the victors . In the final tug we were not
so successful but although beaten were
not disgraced . Two of our team Tprs
Slee and Scriven were winners of the
880 ., and L/Cpl Poulter was our only
hope in Putting-the-Shot.
The final day produced some good
running between the 5th Field Brigade
R . A . and the 10th Hussars . The first
event was won by Sambridge of the
Fifth ; our remaining sprinters (L/Cpl
Bumstead was on the sick list) coming
in second and fifth and so it was practically all the day ; Fifth first, Tenth
second.
In the Long Jump we lost by half an
inch which shows how close . things really
were.
The best event of the afternoon from
our point of view was the Mile Race.
Entries were limited to two per Unit
and Tprs McConnell and Slee were our
selected pair . The Fifth had by this
time got a substantial lead and victory
for them in this race would have left us
hopeless but we waited and wished.
For the first three laps nothing happened, but after going a quarter of a
circuit in the last time round McConnell
took it into his head to sprint . He went
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from the rear (easily passing Slee, who
was strongly fancied for this event)
and before long was twenty yards in
front, and what is more important, he
kept in front and finished first as fresh
as a daisy . Slee, always a good miler,
left his spurt too late and just managed
to get second place . Anyway it was a
splendid race and we got nine points
for the effort . The final race the InterUnit Relay Race was unfortunate for
the Fifth as their last man fell when
taking over the baton and our last man
practically walked in.
The final Points were :
10th Hussars
5th Bde . R . A .
6th Bde . R . A .
7th Bde . R . A .
12th Bde . R . A .

43 . points
58 . „
21.
12 . „
8.

Which will be seen that though the
Fifth won by a comfortable margin, the
Tenth were the only Unit to make a
fight of it.

CHARACTER OF A HAPPY
LIFE.
How happy is he born or taught
That serveth not another's will;
Whose armour is his honest thought,
And silly truth his highest skill.
Whose passions not his masters are,
Whose soul is still prepared for death;
Untied unto the world with care
Of princely love or vulgar breath;
Who hath his life from rumours freed,
Whose conscience is his strong retreat;
Whose state can neither flatterers feed,
Nor ruin make accusers great;
Who envieth none whom chance doth raise
Or vice ; who never understood
How deepest wounds are given with praise;
Nor rules of state, but rules of good;
Who God doth late and early pray
More of his grace than gifts to lend;
Who entertains the harmless day
With a well chosen book or friend;
—This man is free from servile bands
Of hope to rise, or fear to fall;
Lord of himself, though not of lands;
And having nothing, he hath all .

BAND NOTES.
Since our last notes appeared, we have
paid our annual visit to the Hills, but as
far as weather was concerned, wondered
why.
During our six weeks stay at Dulikhet, we received glowing accounts of
the really nice weather experienced by
our brothers on the plains, while we had
to endure three weeks of monsoonlike
weather, but such is the climate of
India, and really we mustn't grumble.
The memory of that rain is a mental
refresher on some of these hot days on
the plains, and then again, the second
half of our stay resulted in glorious
weather, so we were able to make up
for lost time in the way of enjoyment.
We had rather a busy time this year,
as we were the only Military Band in
the Ranikhet Area, so were very much
in demand for Dances and Concerts.
Our first public appearance took the
form of a Concert at the Ranikhet Club,
on the 23rd of April . With the addition
of two wellknown singers in Miss
Sidney Hay, and Captain H . H . Story,
and a new turn, an eccentric dance, by
Bandsman N . J . Wisdom, the Concert
was voted a huge success by all those
who were lucky enough to attend.
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Our second appearance was at the
same Club on the 20th of May, but only
an augmented dance band functioned.
The occasion was a Cabaret and Dance
for All Ranks, the Cabaret being given
by the Club Concert Party, known as
" Ranikhet Rippers," in aid of the Blue
and Red Cross Societies, and an enormous crowd attended . Some very amusing turns were put on, chief amongst
them being :—"A Company Concert ."
This took the form of the wellknown
song, "Excelsior" as sung by different
classes of people, such as, a Scotsman,
Irishman, Welshman, Cockney, Jew,
Clergyman, and numerous others . Capt.
Argyle-Robertson, The Black Watch
brought the house down with his rendering of the different impressions of this
song . Another turn well received was a
Song and Dance, " You're Blase" by
Lieut . E . Joyce, the Adjutant at Dulikhet Hill Depot, whose step-dancing
was quite up to professional standard,
and naturally, he was well encored.
The Band provided the music for the
dancing between numbers, and for an
hour or two at the conclusion of the
Cabaret . The music was so seductive,
that the Band Sergeant even was seen
on the floor, yes, dancing, and his partner looked quite happy too, strange
to say.
The same show was staged again on
the following Monday night, for Club
Members and their friends, and another
good attendance resulted . We rather
think the Dance Band heaved sighs of
relief when the show was all over, as
they'd had a gruelling time with several
rehearsals, three performances, with
one or two dances thrown in.
Before we leave the subject of the
Hills, we feel we must congratulate our
athletes on their display at the Depot
Sports Meeting . They all ran remarkably well, forcing the Royal Artillery to
pull out their very best to just beat the
Detachment in the aggregate points for
the Athletic Cup, which the Regiment
had won for the last two seasons.
Our thoughts now turned to the task
of packing up for the return to the
Plains, which operation didn't take long,
as only sixteen of us made the journey
down, leaving, our younger members at
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the Hill Depot for another six weeks,
they will rejoin us on the return of the
second Hill Party, leaving the boys till
the end of the season.
Our small band is carrying on valiantly,
despite the lack of numbers, and we
manage to get through a fairly decent
programme of music at the Officer's
Mess and the Mahommad Bagh Club
once a week.
We haven't been able to get much
sport going since our return to Lucknow, as the hot weather is rather against
outdoor recreation, but have managed
a spot of tennis, inviting the Band of
the Cameronians to a Tennis at Home.
The weather cooled down somewhat in
the evening, enabling us to make an
early start, and continue play till seven
o'clock, sandwiching tea in between.
Everything went "swimmingly," as
each Band was able to put up eight pairs
for the match, which everybody, players
and spectators alike, enjoyed, and which,
incidentally, we won, by 67 games to 32.
Some of our Dart experts shewed their
skill later on in the Blue Room, disposing of all-comers, and finally, the tea
being voted a success, our visitors left
us, expressing their thanks and appreciation at being entertained so hospitably.
We were rather disappointed to find
on returning from the Hills, that our
Cycle Polo Ground had been converted
into a hockey ground,' we were looking
forward to making the game a lasting
one, so, falling the finding of another
ground, we're very much afraid the
game will die a natural death . We only
had one good game before going to the
Hills, and that was against the Officers,
and quite a ding-dong battle resulted,
with many a fall, which caused endless
amusement for the spectators.
Starting with a rush, our men were
quickly off the mark, and scored the first
goal in about three minutes, but our
opponents, realizing that their reputations as real polo players were at stake,
got down to business, and not only
equalized, but took the lead, then our
men, riding like dirt track fiends, evened
matters up . So the game went on, each
side taking it in turn to score, and after
an exciting tussle, with much riding
off and bumping and boring, the Officers
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ran out winners by seven goals to six,
but we rather think they had the advantage of us, as they turned out the
leggyest team it was possible to find.
Their No . 3 was often seen covering the
ground (metaphorically and literally)
with enormous strides, reminding us of
the days of the old straddle cycle.
We are very pleased to hear that our
recently departed Solo Cornetist, Joe
Forward, has obtained work immediately
on leaving the Regiment, and wish him
the best of good luck, but hope that the
general state of the patients in the Institution, is not contagious.
Later news regarding Forward, is
that he has already added to his collection of cricket medals . Well done Joe,
may the arm never lose it's cunning, or
the eye it's quickness for picking out
the loose one.
" Ships that pass in the night ." How
often does the comparison crop up? It
occurred in the departure, time expired,
of our old Band Sergeant, Jack Sharples,
and another old bandsman, Saddler
Q . M . S . W . Clifton, the only remaining
links of the old pre-war Band, and also,
let me add . two of the stalwarts of Aldershot footballing days, so we will take
this opportunity of wishing them both
the very best of good luck, and prosperity in civil life.

"THINGS WE WANT TO
KNOW."
1. Who is the trooper in " A" Squadron who said that the three sights on
a rifle were,
"Fore Sight"—"Back Sight"—and
"Fine Sight"
2. The name of the officer who
thought that the Second Battle of
Manasses was part of the Waterloo
campaign?
3. Who it was who sat up to shoot a
panther (and shot it too) and took with
him into the tree :—a bed, mosquito net,
6 cushions, book rest, flit gun, electric
light, various sandwiches, three bottles
of beer and an ice box?
Was the Coup-de-grace administered
by the flit gun?
4. Who was it who in one run in his
car accounted for 2 goats, 2 dogs, a bullock and a goose?

X .R .H . PROPOSED
(W) ANGLING SOCIETY.
"Under the patronage of Curly and
Tabs ."
Entrance Fee . Rupees 150 . Annual
subscription Rupees 15 This provides
1 Set of Tackle guaranteed to hold
anything up to 16 hands and includes
for the Club, use of 1 Travelling
Crane, several Winches, Pullies, etc ,
Spotting Discs and Field Glasses, also
"1" Humane Killer to be carried by the
Orderly (W) Angler on duty.

Rules.
No one is allowed to join until he has
passed a course of elocution and has
cultivated a reach from finger tip to
finger tip of 8 feet at least, without
assistance of Prof : Eno.
All members will pass an Oral test
and should know by sight the colour,
specie, age, diet, working hours, haunts
and idiosyncrasies of all amphibians,
from tiddlers to Schnieder Seaplanes or
Destroyers.
In the interest of (W) Angling proper, all members are requested to return
to the water after being " snared,"
anything under lb . in weight (barring
Gold Fish and their own bait) anything
liable to set up poisoning after consumption, any old tins, bottles, boots
or bodies and any fish so strange that
it may upset the equanamity of the
members, or cause rowdyism at the
Club .

Competitions.
These will be held monthly and "are"
Grand Rally per annum when it is hoped
that all members will be present to dip
the Gut and Dangle the Wriggly Worm.
Only excuses such as, Anglers Cramp,
conversion to Anti Vivisection Views,
The Nursemaids holiday, or Tunney
Fishing will excuse any member from
attending these meetings.
Only correct and above board or under
water aids will be applied and prizes
will be awarded to the following.
(1) The heaviest catch, providing
the competitor can prove that he or his
associates have not visited the fishmongers during the last 3 weeks and provid-
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ing the catch passes the test of the
official "snifter or smeller ."
(2) The best looking fish, 50 points
conformation, 50 points turnout and
condition, if this be found to be home
fed after slitting, the competitor will be
disqualified.
(3) The Longest Catch . Professor
Snakey, a member of this club has
kindly consented to judge this every
time, and members are warned that—
camouflage will not miss his eagle eye,
so please do not produce adders in
overcoats or vipers in vests, etc.
(4) A special prize will be given by
The Prevention of Cruelty to Tiddlers
Society, to the members who produce
the catch proved to show the most signs
of mal nutrition provided it is over
l lb . in weight and aged . Again members are warned that the discovery of
any home starved fish will entail disqualification.
(5) A consolation prize will be awarded to the member with the most
patience, providing the said member
produces a Nil return and evidence of
drowned worms and maggots.

Fines.
Fines will be awarded against any
member who resorts to tickling, mesmerism, snatching, or endeavouring to
obtain the altitude record with his catch,
or untoward means liable to defraud.
The duration of the Annual Rally will
be three weeks and food or blankets
may be distributed by the club lorry if
application is made 48 hours before.

Affiliation.
It is hoped to join hands in the near
future with the Ancient Order of
Mugger Shikars, whereby any bad bags
of theirs may easily be exchanged for
any bad catches of ours, as both clubs
are liable at any time to encroach upon
the others preserves.

Vacancies
Vacancies are still open for the following :(1) A curator for the Worm and
Maggot compound.
Salary .
Immunity from giving a
speech at the Clubs Annual Dinner.
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(2) A chairman of the club who will
always be at each meeting and will have
in his possession 1 . Tape Measure and
1 . Chloroform Pad.
Salary. Moral support from all sufferers listening to the tale of this catch.
A chaque fou plait sa marotte.
*
*
Les murailles ont des oreilles.
*
*
When any man finds himself disposed to complain with how little
care he is regarded, let him
reflect how little he contributes
to the happiness
*
* of others.
When people laugh at their own
jokes, their wit is very small
beer, and is lost in its own froth.
*
*
When the million applaud you,
seriously ask yourself what
harm you have done ; when they
censure you, what good.
*
When you have nothing to say,
say nothing .
*
* *
When you see a snake, never mind
where he came from.
*
* *
Where is the man who has the
power and skill
To stem the torrent of a woman's
will?
For if she will, she will, you may
depend on't;
And if she won't, she won't, and
there's an end on't.
*
* *
Whoso boasteth himself of a false
gift is like clouds and wind
without rain .
*
*
Wicked thoughts and worthless
efforts gradually set their mark
upon the face, especially the
eyes .
*
*
Without tact you can learn nothing . Tact teaches you when
to be silent . Inquirers who are
always inquiring never learn
anything .
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SERGEANTS' MESS NOTES.
Which brings us to the height of
summer.
Thanks to a kind temperature, all of
us are well and prickly heat is not very
prevalent . One or two showers have
reached us this last week and the
monsoon is expected to arrive in full
strength at an early date.
A number of members are on leave in
the hills and the majority of the others
are eagerly awaiting their turn for a
spell of convalescence among the pines
of Ranikhet or Mussoorie . The Orderly
Room is frequently besieged by married
men with requests for their annual free
travelling warrant—a military concession which some of the single fellows
refuse to comprehend!
Lucknow is not very lively at present.
The only cinema in town has ceased to
function and amusements outside of
barracks are hard to find.
We have, however, managed to survive
the first half of summer without ennui.
Tennis-at-Homes with other units and a
Married versus Singles Joust have done
a lot to fill in our leisure hours.
The East Yorks Sergeants' Mess
started the ball rolling by challenging
us and since then we have had three
"At Homes" ourselves . The results
were as under :
Away.
V . 1st Bn . The East Yorkshire Regt .
Lost . Score 59—48.
Home.
V . 1st Bn . The East Yorkshire Regt .
Won . Score 75-36.
Home.
V . 1st Bn . The Cameronians (S . R .)
Won . Score 68—39.
Away.
V . 6th Field Brigade R . A .
Won . Score 96—35.
The Married versus Singles Joust, was
won well and truly by the latter contingent . The married won the first two
events, which were mounted ones, but
lost the remaining six . The event which
the Single members were most sure of
winning, however, was only won by
them after a terrific effort . This was
the swimming event, which Sgt . Wass

pulled out of the cart at the last
moment.
Needless to add, the Single members
quite enjoyed being taken to the pictures
at the expense of the Married section.
Since the Mess Library was inaugurated, over 190 books have been collected
from various sources . Judging by the
" in and out" book it is a very popular
institution indeed . There is a fairly
steady inflow of new volumes, thanks to
officers and some of the Members.
The R . A . Sergeants' Mess gave us an
evening "At Home" in June, when we
just managed to get the upper hand,
scoring 7 "legs" to their 6 at Darts and
136 points to their 106 at Snooker.
Actually at Snooker they won one more
game than us, so there was very little
to crow about . We had a very enjoyable
evening and are reciprocating in the
near future.
S . S . I . H . P . Taylor, now of the Northern Bengal Mounted Rifles, has brought
his familiar face to our midst . He is
attached for a month's refreshing as
are also S . S . I . Montague (15th Hussars)
of the Calcutta Light Horse and S . S . I.
Coster (3rd Hussars) of the Bihar Light
Horse. "Curly" Taylor looks very well
and is as irrepressible as ever.
Sgt . Critchley has our congratulations
on his promotion to Saddler Sergeant,
vice Q . M . S . Clifton.

DO YOU KNOW
That the inventor of :1 . Photography was an Army
Officer.
2 . Electric Motor was a bookbinder's clerk.
3. Telegraph was a portrait painter.
4 . Jacquard loom was a dressmaker.
5. Typewriter was a farmer.
6. Sewing machine was a poet.
7. Cotton gin was a cabinet maker.
8. Locomotive was a coal miner.
The telephone was the after school
work of a teacher of the deaf and a
clothing salesman brought out the disc
talking machine during his spare time
at nights .
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THE 'GOOD THING'
' yperion a good thing! Good thing
me foot!" exclaimed the small wizened
man at the end of the bar . He sucked
his teeth, spat accurately and added
with disgust : "There ain't no such thing
as a racing certainty now-a-days ."
The youthful speaker whose discourse
had been interrupted turned to glance
in disdain at the stranger who had
spoken ; but something in the latter's
appearance suggested more intimate
association with racing stables than that
gleaned from the pink midday leaflet
which protruded from his own pocket.
He tempered the sneering remark on his
lips to the enquiry : "Wasn't two stone
in hand a good thing in your day, Dad?"
The little old man sucked his teeth
and spat again . "No it weren't" he remarked shortly.
"I suppose in your day they 'ooked
one up in the Gold Cup to win the seller
at Windsor next day" suggested the
youth, winking slyly at his companions.
"There were good things to bet on
without h'anything extravagant o' that
sort" said the little man gazing meditatively into his empty glass . "In those
days when the money was down there
weren't no ifs nor buts . . . No . . . Nor no
short 'eads either . They did win . . . ."
The landlord winked encouragingly at
the group and tilted the gin bottle into
the old man's glass, who needed no further encouragement to begin his tale.
"It was more than forty years ago,"
he began, "and I was with Jack Quick
wot trained at Puddlecombs Folly near
Wantage . He hadn't many patrons
'adn't Quick and those there were seldom
paid their bills ; so the establishment got
the reputation of bein' a bettin' stable.
That only means that the trades people
needn't bother to present their bills
until after the stable had a winner. We
had a poor lot of 'osses mostly selling
platers and one or two which at four or
five years old were still waiting to win a
maiden race . 'owever, Quick by name
and quick by nature, the guv'nor usually
had a good thing waiting for when the
bailiff's men got too thick on the ground.
There was no high falutin' trade union
ideas in those days about one lad doin'
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two 'osses . I often did three or four and
in bad times four or five . Nor was there
any rule about a fiver a winner ; usually
one was on a hiding to nothing . (The
little man emptied his glass and saw it
refilled with wistful watery eyes) . Well
one of the 'osses I did was a grey colt
called Monastic Calm . 'e was by Glastonbury out of Evening Hymn . 'e was
well named ; 'e was that calm 'e was only
fit to carry monks to Matins . Lord
Watercress 'ad paid nine thousand for
'im as a yearling and we'd all 'oped e'd
win the Derby . Well by the time 'e
was risin' five the closest e'd got to
classic honours was third in a selling
race with only four runners and the
winner disqualified Monastic Calm! 'e
was well named, 'e wouldn't walk across
'is box to see if the manger was full 'e
'ad to be fed in a bucket where 'e stood
or e'd 'ave starved to death . e'd stand
for hours with 'is eyes shut resting as
many legs as possible with 'is lower lip
hanging look in' more like a sea lion than
an 'oss whose sire 'ad won the Derby.
I could never understand why 'is Lordship didn't sell the quod ; e'd 'ave done
well in front of the Life Guards with
kettle drums at either side to wake him
up but young Watercress 'e was a hoptimist 'e was and kept saying " e'll
come to 'isself one 'o these days . All 'e
needs is time ." 'is lordship was right;
'e did need time—about five minutes to
the furlong . . . . Well one day I was
leanin' against the grey 'osses stable
door talking to Betty Quick the guv' nor's
daughter--she was a nice piece of goods
and no slower than her name implied—
when the most unusual thing ' appened.
The 'oss wot 'ad been standing like a
statue since I'd called 'im in the early
mornin' began to move . We both stood
watchin' as if it was a ghost . As a rule
nothin' less than 'arf a dozen clouts on
the back side and the beating of a tin
bucket would make 'im lift a foot . And
there 'e was a moving of 'is own accord.
Very slowly 'e came towards us, poked
'is nose over the door and sniffed . Then
suddenly, quick as a monkey 'e makes a
grab an' scuttles back into the far corner of 'is box.
"Lawks!" screams Betty " e's took
the sausages!" And sure enough there
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'e was with a string of Palethorpes
sausages from her basket a 'anging from
his mouth and the queerest look in 'is
eye you ever did see . There was no
Monastic Calm about him . He looked
proper savage . . . . baleful thats what he
was . As if 'e said "you try to take one
link o' these 'ere sausages and 1'11 . . ..
Well it was such a nasty look we didn't
try . We watched those sausages disappear link by link like paper ribbon out
of a conjuror's hat . . . . but backwards on
if you know what I mean . . "
The teller of the story watched his
glass being refilled with a melancholy
absorption and continued : "That night
I noted a change when I dressed the
'oss down, 'e swished 'is tail twice and
when I brought 'im 'is feed 'half turned
'is 'ead lookin' for more sausages I suppose . I didn't think much of it but at
work early next morning 'e went so
different it might have been another
animal . Usually I 'ad to scrub and kick
at 'im to make 'im keep up with the
youngsters cantering but this mornin'
instead of being last of the bunch by
twenty yards 'e kept level with the last
pair.
After stables I went to Betty and
begged some scraps of meat from the
kitchen—not much but the knuckle end
of a 'am and some pork chops wot 'ad
gone tainted and I gave 'em to the grey
'oss . e ate 'em, bones and all, and
when I went to feed 'im in the evenin'
'e turned right round in 'is box and
whinnied same as any other 'oss would
'ave done at evenin' feed . And would
you believe me?, next morning 'e
galloped a fair treat upsides with old
Bacchus 'ood once won a forty pound
seller at Beverly.
At first I'd thought of keepin' the
thing to my self but the 'oss's improvement was so great and the price
of meat so 'igh there was no choice but
to tell the guv'nor . You should 'ave
seen 'is face when I told him. But when
'ed seen the grey eat three pound of
cats meat and a leg of Iamb wot 'ad
been left in the sun that the butcher
could spare and seen 'im lick all the
selling platers into a cocked 'at next
morning, ' e went away very very cogitatious .

Later 'e takes me on one side and sez;
" Nat, me lad (Nathaniel's me name)
we'll keep this to our two selves and
' oo knows perhaps get a packet ' o money
out of the old quod . No one else is to
know . You'll feed 'im is meat o'nights
when all the other lads is gone and from
now on you'll work the 'oss alone.
"But 'ow are we to know 'ow 'e improves?" sez I ."
"You leave that to me, sez 'e . I can
fix up a trial one early morning with a
'oss of me brother's over on Beecham
Down . Well find out if 'es improved
all right when the time comes ."
"Well, I'd 'ate to think what it cost
the guv'nor in legs of mutton and sides
of beef . But 'e wasn't one to spare the
golden eggs that 'atch the goose . The
best of everything wasn't good enough
for Monastic Calm after 'ed looked 'im
over the mile once or twice . Course I
couldn't say wot the timing was but I
know how me arms ached and 'ow the
wind whistled past when he was a going.
It was more like riding on the Flying
Scotsman than ridin' a gallop . It fair
took the breath out of a chap.
Well after about a month we' ad a
secret trial with an 'oss wot belonged
to the guv'nor's brother . I didn't know
what the weights was but Monastic
Calm beat the other 'oss by twenty
yards and 'e was never going more than
'arf speed neither.
That night I asked the guv'nor:
"When are we goin' to run the grey?
ain't it time we made something to pay
the butcher? "
Master Quick smiled and said : "We're
going to wait until Newmarket and the
butcher can wait until then too ."
` In a seller? sez I"
"No, you fool . In the Cambridgeshire" sez 'e" "The 'oss will get about
seven stone and will be a certainty ."
I suppose I said somethin' about
flyin' too high but 'e cuts in quick and
supercilious "Do you know what 'oss
it was you beat this morning?. It was
Bachelor, 'im what was second in the
Eclipse . And you gave 'im a stone.
Now go and give the grey 'oss 'is
entree and joint ."
Well, when I thought it over I realised what that meant . We'd got the
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fastest 'oss in the world . With seven
stone in the Cambridgeshire 'ed probably win by a 'undred yards . 'ed be
like a racing car amongst a lot of push
bicycles.
Now in those days you could bet.
Bookies were bookies . They didn't say
the book's closed after you'd put a
measly hundred on a 'oss . They'd
take all you cared to lay and open their
mouths for more . When the entries
appeared our 'oss was quoted at a
'undred to one which meant we could
back 'im to win us a fortune without
risking much.
Well, a week before the race I was
sent off with the 'oss to a farm on the
Suffolk side o' Newmarket where we
lay low to avoid the touts . My orders
was to 'ack him out in clothing in the
afternoons when no one expected any
'oss to gallop, strip 'im quietly be'ind
the ditch, give 'im a breezer and off
back to the farm before anyone saw.
I always finished the gallop not far
from the Cambridgeshire winnin post
where another lad waited with a second
set of clothing and a couple of loin chops
for the 'oss as a sort of encourager.
Comin' across the fiat the grey seemed
to smell those loin chops and . . . .well,
flying isn't the word . I often laughed
to meself and thought of the crowd
when they'd see this unknown grey
'oss 'undreds of yards in front of the
others, I could almost 'ear them askin'
theirselves 'wots this out in front? . It
would be the biggest sensation there'd
ever been.
Well the night before the race I went
to the subscription rooms with Mr.
Quick to 'ear them call over the card.
The Guv'nor 'adn't backed him with a
penny up till then and he was a hundred
and fifty to one in some places and two
hundred in others . Mr. Quick started
very quietly in fiftys and ponies but by
the time we comes out the price 'ad
shortened to thirty threes . The guv'nor
and I went and 'ad one at a quiet pub
near by and tots up what 'e stood to
win . . . ."
The old man paused, drained his glass
and added : "Mr . Quick stood to win over
seventy five thousand pounds and I
was to ' ave ten per cent . "
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The group at the bar waited in gaping
silence while the landlord refilled the
empty glass, but it seemed that the
teller of the tale was in no hurry to
continue. He sipped his gin and hot
water slowly and his glance wandered
sorrowfully about the whiskey advertisements on the wail.
At last one spirit bolder than the
rest interrupted his reverie.
"Did it win, Sir? ." he asked.
The old man nodded . "aye . Monastic
Calm won by a furlong . . . . " He drained
his glass and reached for his cap, but
somehow the group were aware that
his story was not ended.
"And the Bookmakers paid up all that
money?" ventured one.
The old man shook his head . "No '
he said, -the jockey couldn't weigh in,
the 'oss was disqualified, you see, these
was no boy with loin chops after the
winning post and I suppose the ' oss was
ungry, 'e threw the little lad wot rode
'im . .and ate him boots and all ..
Goodnight ."

CULLED FROM OUR CORPORALS EXAMINATION.
What is meant by dumping?
A horse is said to dump by treading
one sided.
Another answer to the same :
The meaning of dumping is when
a horse eats a feed and he passes
the majority straight through
him, thus getting no benefit
from the feed.

"Please, madam, may I have the
afternoon off to go and see my aunt?"
asked the cook.
"Do let her, mummy," interrupted
little Pamela, who had inside information concerning the request . "Her
aunt's just been made a sergeant ."
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SPORTS NEWS
6th (LUCKNOW) INFANTRY BDE . INTER UNIT
FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT 1933.
The above tournament was played off
in the second week of March, only four
teams competing . Owing to the majority of our old players having left us
for the U .K . quite a number of new
faces appeared in our team . We were
drawn against , the 1st Bn . The Cameronians (S .R .) a strong side who played

typical Scotch Football and beat us
rather easily by the large margin of 4
goals to O . The Cameronians were
eventually beaten by a more robust side
in the 1st Bn . The East Yorks in the
final who thus had the distinction of
being Brigade winners for the second
year in succession.

THE YOUNGER CUP SMALL UNIT FOOTBALL
TOURNAMENT.
This tournament was run by the last
Indian Railway Authorities and proved
to be a well patronised competition no
fewer than 20 teams competing . The
tournament was open to teams from
Batteries of Artillery Squadrons of
•'A" Sqdn .
"B"
, .C„
"HQ" Wing

lost to

Edwards
Club
by
3 - -1,
"A" Coy. East
Yorks Regiment,
B"
The Lucknow Sparks

The eventual winners of the tournament was "C" Coy . East Yorks Regt, a
very sound and good side.
All Squadrons played reasonably well
but like the Regimental teams lack goal
scoring forwards. We hope a few
discoveries may be found among our
last Drafts from the U .K.
In concluding the above notes news
9 3-33
5-5-33 .
11-5-33
13-5-33 .
27-5-33 .

Cavalry, Companies of Infantry, Local
Detachments and Civilian Clubs . All
four Squadrons were entered from the
Regiment but were all eliminated from
the tournament at their first attempt.

1 ---0.
2---0.
3 --1.

has just come to hand of the Details at
Dulikhet winning the Area Football
Tournament after a great game against
the Gunners of the 6th Brigade, R . A.
the scores being 1—1 at full time and
during extra time we managed to score
2 more goals . Well done the Details.
Result of Regimental Matches played
since our last issue.

V
1st Bn . The Cameronians (S R .) Bde . Cup
V
E . I . Ry .
Home
V 6th Bde . R . A .
Home
V
Away
6th Bde . R. A .
V
Away
E . I . Ry .

Lost
Draw
Won
Won
Draw

4 - -0.
1 - -1.
2--1.
2 --1.
2----2 .

VICTORIA CARNIVAL FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT 1933
The above tournament was organized
by the Oudh Sports Association and was
open to Military Teams of sections of
Artillery, Troops of Cavalry, Platoons
of Infantry, and Detachments in the
Lucknow District . In all 16 teams en-

tered the tournament which started on
April 24th and was run on the Knock
Out System.
Four Teams were entered from the
Regiment one from each Squadron,
three teams being in the top half of the
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draw while one team " A" 3 were in the
lower half . "A" lost to No 5 Platoon.
The Cameronians in the 1st round by
3 . . .1 and so finished our interest in the
lower half . In the other games "B"
and "C" Troops met and after a very
good and even game the former ran out
winners by the only goal of the match.
The "MG" Troop, of "HQ" Wing played
and beat the Band of the Cameronians,
a very strong and fancied side by 2—1
after having played a draw of 1 goal
each after extra time in their first meeting . The Gunners then played "B"
Troop and although this was the 3rd
match in 3 nights, managed to win by
the odd goal in three after a very close
game, this result putting them into the
semi-Final.
In this game their opponents were
the Left Section of the 74th Battery,
RA, and after a very fast and even
game they went into the final by scoring
the only goal of the match early in the
opening half.
The Final was played on the Regimental Ground and a very large crowd
assembled to witness the game between
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the 2nd Platoon . 1st Bn . The East
Yorkshire Regiment and "MG" Troops,
"HQ" Wing, 10th Royal Hussars . The
game was played at a very fast pace
throughout with no score at Half Time.
After the resumption the Yorks were
early on the aggressive and after a
scrimmage in the Gunners goal mouth
they were awarded a penalty which
they converted . This seemed a stimulant for them for they played up well
while the gunners seemed to lose heart,
and so the Yorks increased their lead
after a nice combined movement the
score remaining at 2—0 for them when
the final whistle sounded . The Gunners
were disappointing after their first
reverse but were beaten by a very sound
and better side.
The Cup and medals were kindly
presented to the Winners and Runners
Up by Mrs . Munro, wife of the Local
Magistrate, who was accorded three
hearty cheers . In concluding we would
like to take this opportunity of congratulating the Gunners on their great
effort and wish them better luck next
time.

THE "HAY" HOCKEY TOURNAMENT, 1933.
The above tournament commenced in
the last week of April and is organized
by the 6th (Lucknow) Infantry Brigade,
C .S .C .B . Teams eligible to enter are
Sections of R . A ., Troops of Cavalry,
Platoons of Infantry and Military detachments of the district, all matches
being played on Neutral Grounds.
The tournament is played over a large
area including Lucknow, Allahabad,
Dulikhet, and Ranikhet . Each district
playing off a K. O . Tournament when
the winners will meet in Lucknow in the
Autumn to decide the winners for the
"Hay" Cup . All Troops of the Regiment
were entered twelve of whom being on
the plains have played at Lucknow while
the Band were due to play whilst at
Dulikhet.
Since our tour abroad this is the first
occasion Troop Hockey has been played
in the Regiment and consequently no

great result was expected . After the
1st Round Games a great slaughter of
Troops of the Regiment took place only
two of the twelve teams being left in to
play off in the 2nd Round, these being
"C" 1 and "B" 3 who were also beaten
in the second round . Although results
of our matches in this tournament are
by no means good from a playing point
of view the games has improved in the
Regiment considerably and any amount
of enthusiasm for the game is now
shown, whereas at times it was very
difficult to raise a Squadron Team . This
is a very good women for the Autumn
when we engage on our Regimental and
Squadron Tournaments and already a
number of discoveries have been made.
The experience gained in the above
tournament and the enthusiasm now
shown for the game ought certainly to
give us a start up the Hockey Ladder .
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Appended are results of games played in the above tournament :
2nd Troop "B"

R . Sec . R . A .

1—3.

C . Sec . 79th Baty ., R . A .

0—6.

Administrative Tp .

11 P1 . , East Yorks Regt .

0—1.

1st Troop "A"

10

3rd

"A"

2 Pl ., Cameronians

0—1.

3rd

"C"

3 Pl ., Cameronians

0—2.

Band, Cameronians

0—2.

Det . R .A .M .C .

1—2.

1st Pl ., Cameronians

0—2.

Beat

8 Pl ., Cameronians

1—0.

"B"

Beat

5 Pl ., East Yorks Regt .

2—0.

"A"

Lost To

6 Pl ., East Yorks Regt .

0—2.

Signal

1st

„

„

„

„

3rd
„

„

.,

" B"
,,

"C"

1st

2nd

„

"HQ"

MG
2nd

" HQ "

Lost To

„

..

0—3.

"2nd" Round Matches.
1st Troop "C"
„
"B"
3rd

Lost To
„

Band, Cameronians
Det . R .A .M .C .

. .
. .

0—2.
0—1 .

The "Band" No result to-date . Dulikhet.

10th ROYAL HUSSARS INTER TROOP K .O . "HOCKEY"
TOURNAMENT.
This tournament was commenced
on March 19th with the intention of
the tournament concluding prior to the
departure of the 1st Hill Party to Dulikhet on April 3rd Matches were arranged nightly, all games being played on
the Regimental Ground . All Troops of
the Regiment took part and some very
keen, even and interesting games took
place providing good sport and fun for
both onlookers and players alike . Owing
to the numerous drawn games the
tournament had to be continued until
Thursday April 6th and even then the
result of the Final was not decided until

extra time was played, the Gunners
proving worthy winners with the
"Administrative Troop" as runners up.
The "Hockey" on the whole was far
above expectations for Troop Teams and
quite a number of discoveries were made,
this should put Troop Teams in a much
more favourable position in selecting
their teams for the "Hay" Hockey
Tournament which takes place during
the Hot Weather.
Results are appended.
Winners :—"MG" Troop "HQ" Wing.
Runners up :—"Admin" „
„
„
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RESULTS OF MATCHES PLAYED BY FINALISTS AND
WINNERS,
"MG" Troop .

"Administrative Troop ."

GOALS.
For
Against.
2
1.

12.

. . . 0.

BEAT.

GOALS.
For

"C" 1
"Sigs."
"A" 3

"MG"
FINAL : "Admin"

Agst.

(2

0.

2

2.*

2

0.+

4

1.

.2.
1. During extra Time.

Note ;—Denotes extra time was played.
" MG"Troop

Team.—Tpr . Clayton.
Outlaw.
" Robinson.
„ Thomas.
Li Cpl . Davies.
L/Sgt . Jones.

Tpr . Leadbeater.
„ Goodfellow.
„ Chillingsworth.
Edmonds.
L/Cpl . Thompson.

THE FYZABAD SPORTS TOUR . MAY 15th to 21st, 1933.
On Monday 15th May on the invitation
of the officer Cmdg . 1st Bn . The (Q . O .)
Cameron Highlander, two sports teams
consisting of 14 " Hockey" players
and 14 "Football" players proceeded to
Fyzabad to play a series of games
against teams of the 1st Bn . The (Q . O .)
Cameron Highlanders and the 69th
Battery, R . A.
Great thanks are due to the Camerons
for giving us such a splendid time and
going all out to make our stay in their
midst as comfortable and as entertaining as one could possibly wish for.
The Bungalow allotted was one belonging to " D" Company and as this
adjoined the Mess Room it was very
convenient, while the Swimming Bath
was placed at our disposal and provided
a pleasant hour daily . Entertainments
were provided nightly in the form of
Talkies Free, a very enjoyable "Band"
Concert and a Whist Drive, Tpr . Buck-

royd keeping the flag flying by gaining
1st Prize . The Football Team put up a
game fight each day, our opponents
being very strong and having the
necessary punch in the forward line
to score goals, whereas we were only
able to find the net on two occasions
both goals being scored by Tpr . Edmonds.
The Football Team had a strenuous time
playing 4 games on successive nights,
while the Hockey Team played 5 games
on successive nights and an additional
two games of Five-a-side on the final
morning . The Hockey Team fared a
little better than their confederates the
Footballers and managed to score in all
games, although we should have liked
to have registered more wins . Our only
loss was against "B" Company of the
Camerons, the Garrison Champions, who
proved to be a very strong and well
balanced side and beat us 3-2 after a
very fast and exciting game . In con-
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elusion we would like to thank them all
for giving us such a splendid time and
the P . R . Is . of both Units for co-operating and making it such a success and

all we hope is that a return is given to
them, so that we may do for them what
they have done for us.

Appended are the results.
Football.
V
V
V
V

R .A .
C & D Coy,
"A"
„
"B"
„

Lost 0—1 .
„
0—3 .
Won . 1—0 .
Lost 4—1 .

Saturday, 20th May 1933 .

16-5-33 .
17-5-33 .
18-5-33 .
19-5-33 .
20-5-33 .
At 6-15 a .m .
At 6-40 a .m .

Hockey.
V "HQ" Camerons .
V "B"
„
V 69 Bty ., R. A .
V C & D Coy .
V Sgts . Mess, Camerons .
V " B" Coy . Camerons .
V " HQ " ,,

Draw .
Lost .
Draw .
Won .
Draw .
Lost .

2—2.
3—2.
1—1.
2—0.
2—2.
5—1.
4—3 .

Goal ''corers.

Tpr . Edmonds

Football.
. . 2.

TOTAL For

S/CpI . Daly
Tpr . Potts
Tpr . Warner
S .S .M . Rusbridge

2 . Against :—8 .

.
.
.
.

TOTAL For

Hockey.
. 2.
. 2.
. 2.
. 3.
9 . Against :—8.

Summary .

Goals.
MATCHES .
Football Team
Hockey Team

Pld.
4
5

Won .
1
1

Lost .
3
1

Drawn .
0.
3.

For
2.
9.

Teams.
Football.
F/Cpl . Davies.
Cpl . Shales.
L/Cpl . Cotty.
„ Sproule.
Millward.
Tpr . Chillingsworth.
„ Robinson.
„ Locker.
,, Buckroyd.
Jobe.
„ Goodfellow.
„ Edmonds.
„ Pearce.
L/Cpl . Wilson .

Hockey.
S S .M . Rusbridge.
S/Cpl . Daly.
Far . Mace.
„ Moore.
Tpr . Lawley.
Bone.
Kerr.
Watts.
„ Warner.
„ De-La-Hay.
„ Outlaw.
„ Potts.
„ King.
L/Cpl . Davies.

Against.
8.
8.
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10TH ROYAL HUSSARS CRICKET FIXTURES AND
RESULTS SEASON 1932-33.
Pate . Opponents
20-11-32 . Christian Club .
24-11-32 . Canning College .
26-12-32 . Christian Club " A "
(Chagtai Tourn :)

29-12-32 . Christian Club "B"
(Final Chagtai Tourn :)
13-1-93

Canning College .

22-1-33 . Sheesh Mahal .
28-1-33 . Christian Club .
4-2-33 . Sheesh Mahal

Result.
Christian Club 156-8 Dec:
X . R. H.
157-3
X . R . H . Won by 7 Wickets.
Canning College 101.
X . R. H .
98.
X . R . H . lost by 3 runs,
Christian Club 1st Innings : — 66.
2nd „
59.
1st „
:— 313.
X. R . H .
X . R . H . Won by an Innings & 88 runs.
Christian Club 1st Innings :— 263.
1st
124.
X. R . H .
2nd „
:— 115.
X . R . H . Lost by an Innings & 25 runs.
Canning College
:— 74.
X . R. H.
:— 75-6.
X . R . H . won by 4 wickets.
Sheesh Mahal
3
X. R. H .
:—212-6 . Dec.
X . R . H . won by 4 Wickets.
Christian Club
58.
X, R . H .
52.
X . R . H . Lost by 6 runs.
Sheesh Mahal .
87.
X . R. H.
:— 181-6 . Dec .:
X . R . H . Won by 4 Wickets.

Final League Placings.
TEAMS.
Christian Club .
10th Royal Hussars .
Canning College .
Sheesh Mahal .
Union Club .

Matches Pld .
8
8
8
8
8

Won .
7
6
5
1
1

Lost .
1
2
3
7
7

Points .
14
12
10
2.
2.

Placing.
1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.

Our Cricket Season in Lucknow was rather short and owing to Training and
the Polo Season being in full swing we were at times unable to turn out our best
teams . Unfortunately we had to play throughout without Officers and even then
with ordinary luck ought to have won the League, for in both the matches we lost
we held a very commanding lead and like the "Ausies" our tail (and we had a big
one at times) failed to wag . Against the winners we required 16 runs to win with 8
wickets to fall and could only gather 10 runs while against the College with 6 runs
required and had 4 wickets in hand we were only able to collect 3 runs, either of
these games would have given us the League honours and Gwynne Cup . With the
approach of the Cricket Season we are hoping to unearth some new talent to
replace the Old Ones who have gone this Trooper, and so win back our Cricket
Laurels .
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10TH ROYAL HUSSARS . REGIMENTAL CRICKET
AVERAGES 1932-33,
BATTING.
Rank and Name
SSM . Rusbridge .
S/SSM . Clifton .
L/ Cpl . Andrews .
Sgt . McNeill .
L/ Cpl . Forward .
Tpr . Locker .
L/ Cpl . Poulter .
Tpr . Drury .
. Richards .

No of
innings
9
8
8
6
7
7
6
7
9

Times
not out
3

1
1
2

Runs
scored
413
130
151
84
97
64
52
61
39

most in
an innings .
137
34
66
36
62
33*
29
14

Average.
45 .8.
26.
18 .8.
14.
13 .8.
10 .6.
26*
10 .4.
8 .7.
5 .5.

(Qualification - 5 or more completed innings.
BOWLING.
Overs
Rank and Name
SSM . Rusbridge .
Tpr . Marshall .
L/ Cpl . Andrews .
. Forward .
. Poulter .

Maiden
Overs
26
8
2
20
8

82
35
15
78
38

Runs .

Wickets .

200
83
50
204
113

32
12
7
23
5

Average.
6 .2.
6 .9.
7 .1.
8 .8.
22 .6.

(Qualification=5 or more wickets .)
VICTIMS.
Rank and Name .

1.
2.

Catches .

Bdsm. Allen .
S/SSM . Clifton .
SSM . Rusbridge .
L/ Cpl . Mordaunt .
Tpr . Drury .
Richards .

3.
5.
4.
3.
3.
3.

. Locker .
L/ Cpl . Andrews .

2.
2.

Stumped .

SUMMARY OF SEASON 1932-33.
Runners Up Oudh Sports Association Cricket League.
Runners Up Chagtai Cricket Shield . Open Tournament)
Matches Pld .
Won .
Lost.
3.
10 .
7

8

1

Total.
11.
5.
4.
4.
3.
3.
2.
2.
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REGIMENTAL GAZETTE.
PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
The following Promotions and Appointments have been made with effect from
the dates as stated :
548414 Tpr . GAINES, J .
Appointed UnPd .L/Cpl . 4 .4 .33.
46413 Tpr . McGREGOR, R .
„
UnPd . L/Cpl . 10 .5 .33.
352766 Tpr . SMITH, K . G .
„ UnPd
. L/Cpl . 10.5 .33.
314374 Sadd/Cpl . CRITCHLEY,W . Promoted Sergt . with the
Appointment of Saddler Sergt . w- e . f.
24 .1 .33.
547278 Tpr. WHEATCROFT, L . Appointed Saddler, 6 .5 .33.
402072 L/Cpl . CRONIE, M .
Appointed Pd . L/Cpl . 9 .5 .33.
544450 L/Cpl . MORDAUNT, P .M . Promoted Corporal 23 .5 .33.
4385350 L/Cpl . BURKS, J .
Appointed Pd . L/Cpl . 23 .5 .33.
547918 Tpr . HOLLAND, A .
Appointed Farrier 16 ..2 .33.
548224 Tpr . MUDDIMAN, C .
Appointed Farrier 17 .2 .33.
402669 Tpr . LAKIN, C .
Appointed UnPd . L/Cpl . 6 .6 .33.
403386 Tpr . FIELD, G .
Appointed UnPd . L/Cpl . 6 .6 .33.

EMBARKATIONS.
The undermentioned Warrant Officer, N . C . Os and men left the Regiment
for embarkation to the United Kingdom on the dates stated :—
537339 Sadd . Q .M .S . CLIFTON, W.
. (for discharge).
546830 Tpr . DAVISON, G .
1 .4-33
546826 Tpr . GORDON, J .
I
546823 Tpr . HEATH, J.
546943 Cpl . JAMES, T.
759932 Tpr . KIRKHAM, J .
12.4.33 . (To attend Army
546721 L/Cpl . McCULLOCH, W .
Vocational Training Courses)
546722 Cpl . MURKIN, A.
546787 Tpr . NEW, W . J .
I
546818 Cpl. RODWELL,
546951 Tpr . SMITH, W. J .
I
546819 L/Cpl . WARING, H .

EXTENSIONS OF SERVICE.
The undermentioned N .C .O . and man extended their service to complete
12 years with the colours on 27 .3 .33.
401722 L/Cpl . MUIR, J.
548146 Tpr .
LOCKER, J.
389674 R .S .M . VOKINS, G.L ., MM . To continue in the service beyond 21
years until 2 .8 .35.
7815984 Sergt . DANIELS, C .B . To continue in the service beyond 21 years
until 4 .1 .35.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
The undermentioned N .C .O . attended the 2nd British Short Course at the
Army School of Physical Training . Ambala, from 14 .2 .33 . to 28 .5 .33, and
qualified :
548421 L/Cpl . COTTY, M .G.
The undermentioned N .C . Os attended the Long Course at the Equitation
School, Saugor, from 15 .9 .32 . to 14 .5 .33 . and obtained classification as stated:
548233 L/Cpl . HAMMOND, P .A . Classification "D".
547515 L/Cpl . ROGERS, R .J .
Classification "Q . 2 ."
The undermentioned N .C .O . attended the 3rd British Cavalry N .C . Os Course
at the small Arms School, Pachmarhi, from 22 .3 .33 . to 12 .5 33, and qualified
" Q . 1 . " :403448 L/Cpl . BALMFORD, J.
The undermentioned N .C .O . attended the 3rd Cavalry N.C . Os VickersBerthier Gun, Course at the Small Arms School, Pachmarhi, from 29 .4 .33 . to
12 .5 .33, and qualified "Q . 1" .
548360 Cpl . METCALFE, C.

ENLISTMENTS.
The undermentioned Recruit was enlisted for the Regiment and posted on
19 .4 .33 . :
Edgar Robert HEMPSALL.

TRANSFERS TO ARMY RESERVE.
The undermentioned N .C .O . was transferred to the Army Reserve, in India,
on 31 .3,33 under para . 369 (ii) (b) K . Rs . :—
399209 L/Cpl . McBRIDE, C .N.

CERTIFICATES OF EDUCATION.
DEARN, E .
399179 Tpr.
548245 L/Sgt . JONES, W .R .
"553197 Tpr .
ARNDT, O .R .

Awarded First Class Certificates of Education at an examination held in March 1933.
*Distinguished in Mathematics .
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THE ROYAL SOLDIERS' DAUGHTERS' HOME
INSTITUTED 1855

H AM P T EA D

INCORPORATED 1923

For the Maintenance, Clothing and Education of Daughters of Soldiers (whether Orphans or not)
Patrons :
H . M . THE KING
H . M . THE QUEEN.
President and Patrons :
FIELD-MARSHAL H . R . H . THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT, K .G.
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LT .-GENERAL SIR GEORGE MACMUNN, K .C .B ., K .C .S .I ., D .S .O.
Secretary :
MAJOR H . S . MARSHALL, D .S .O.

The Children are trained for domestic service and in special cases as
School Teachers and for Trades.
Admission between the ages of six and eleven by approval of Committee . Age of departure seventeen, when they are guaranteed suitable
employment and supplied with a complete outfit.
Subscriptions and Donations thankfully rcceived by the Hon . Treasurer, LLOYDS BANK LTD .,
6, Pall Mall . or by the Secretary.
Full particulars may be obtained from the Secretary, 65, Rosalyn Hill, LONDON, N . W . 3 .

